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INTRODUCTION

I believe that the study of the functions of words In 
sentences and that drill In correct speech and writing will 
enable children to read, think, write, and speak more easily 
and more correctly. A child can write well if he understands 
sentence structure; that is, if he is familiar with the dif
ferent kinds of sentences and with the use of phrases, appos- 
itives, clauses, verbals, objective complements, and retained 
objects. This thesis presents these constructions in a way 
that will, I think, insure the desired results: correct, 
pleasing, and interesting speech and writing by the end of 
grade nine.
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GRAMMAR le the science of the sentence. Like all sci
ences , grammar defines and explains its parts and records 
the rules governing their relation to each other.
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The study of the sentence as a whole and of the parts 
(words ) which make up a sentence Is of great Importance as 
the sentence Is the unit of expression. The words that make 
up a sentence are called parts of speech. Since many words 
may be used as several different parte of speech, words 
should be studied as they occur in sentences; the work a 
word does in a particular sentence determines its part of 
speech. By a thorough understanding of the parts that make 
up a sentence, children may learn to write correct, pleasing, 
varied sentences.
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I. THREE PARTS: OF .SPEECH
A. VERB - the word that makes a statement, asks a ques

tion, or gives a command.
No sentence is complete without a verb. The verb may 
consist of from one to four words. The verb of a sen
tence is called the simple predicate.
A table of all the forms of a verb. In orderly arrange-

■ ■ ■ : -
ment is called a conjugation. A complete conjugation 
of the verb praise will be found on page 130. It may 
be referred to as needed.
Examples: The verbs in the three following sets of

exercises are underlined. Study them 
carefully.

1. " 1. The score was tied.
2. He saw the car Just in time.
3. Down we came.
4. The bird with the broken wing died.
5. Ask for your book.
6. Why did he leave in such a hurry?
7. It was below zero that day.
8. John has been working very hard this summer.
9. The flash-light battery was burned out.

10. Gome on.
2. 1. Queen Elizabeth liked fancy clothes.

2. Sir Walter Raleigh became a pirate.
3. News traveled slowly in those days.

. 4. Elizabeth should have punished Raleigh.
5. Instead be became a knight.
6. Most children enjoy stories about Raleigh.

. 7. Excellent stories have been written about Sir
-Francis Drake, too.

8«~ Spain ebnblaln'ea'-bitterly about:piracy on the 
high seas.

9* Are pirates really brave?
10. They are almost unknown nowadays.
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3. 1. What subjects are you taking this semester?
2. Spanish l£ taught in this school.
3. Have you been doing any special work in Eng

lish?
: 4. Are you Interested,In radio? -

5. We have heard some splendid broadcasts lately.
6. Station KFI has signed off.
7. Tune in on another station.

: 8. Mother does not like advertising over the 
radio.

>9. She prefers music. .
10. I have built a small receiving set.

Lesson l a :  Underline the verbs.
1. Envelopes should be opened with a paper knife. 

- - 2. I always address an envelope carefully.
3. Sometimes a stamp does not stick well.
4. Many letters go to the dead-letter office.
5 .  Have any letters of yours been lest?
6. I have written letters with a pencil.
7. But I put the address on the envelope with

- - - ink. • • l . . -- -
8. Mall from a foreign country looks important.
9. Small towns do not have mall carriers. .
10. People in such towns must go to the post of

fice for their mail. : : •
Lesson 1 b. Underline the verbs.

1. Not everyone can succeed In everything,
2. The smallest baby cried the loudest.
3. Tom came Into the house at once.
4. His Jolly laugh rang out across the room.
5. The boy in the red sweater whistled merrily.
6. The way Into my parlor In up this stairway.
7. Who told the news? T ”
8. No trace' of-the enemy could be found.
9* The smallest,puppy is very fat.
10. Donald knocked a ‘home run.

Lesson 1 c. ■ Underline the verbs.
1. He sent a radiogram to his daughter. ;/
2. The ball game started at two o ’clock."
3. All the children were hungry.
.4. On Christmas Day we had a party at home.
5. The umpire blew the whistle.•_
6. We,had a delicious dinner that day.
7. Another ear was coming. " * , :
8. The Eskimos made houses of ice and snow,
9. The sailors escaped in two small" boats.

10. The first telegraph line was built In 1844.
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B. NOUN - the word used as the name of a person, place*
. .or thing. Proper nouns are the names of persons* 

places, ships, streets, etc. They may be recognized 
by the capital letters with which they begin* Common 
nouns are names used for any one of a class of similar 
objects; tree, box, chair, desk, chalk, and story are 
common nouns. Collective nouns are names of groups; 
family, flock, herd, team, and crowd are collective 
(common) nouns.
Examples: The nouns In the three following sets

- of exercises are underlined. Study them
carefully.

1. 1. Twenty birds eat on a wire.
2. Green Is a mixture of red and blue.
3. The big tree was knocked down In a storm.
4. The automobile ran into the fence.
5. A bullet whizzed just over the top of the 

.. house. "
6. Shallow water makes a great noise.
7. Birds of a feather flock together.
8. Many farmers have no locks on their doors.
9. The lion uttered a mighty roar.
10. Have the groceries come?

2. 1. Children go to school during three seasons.
2. What power causes the change of seasons?
3. Most children like spring and summer best.
4. On the desert in Africa oases furnish resting 

places for travelers.
5. A large crowd waited at the gate. ■
6. Chicago is situated on Lake Michigan.
7. The boys were going down the hill.
8. The box in the corner is filled with apples.
9. The runaway team dashed down the street.
10. The boys darted away immediately.

3. 1. The bright eyes of the little bears glistened.
2. The owl and the puspy cat went to sea.
3. James borrows books from the library.
4. All children must obey the rules of the library.
5. Books must be returned in good conditions.
6. People In the library should be quiet.
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7. What Kameo do the boys In this room play?
8. A bus accident occurred near Flagstaff.
9. The large buses are comfortable.

10. A bus brings the children to school.
Lesson 2 a .  Underline the nouns.

1. Miles Standlah was a captain.
2. The man was dressed in doublet and hose.
3. His sword was curved at the point.
4. The captain was short but very strong.
5. The youngest man on the Mayflower was Miles 

Standieh.
6. Like Ceasar, Standieh knew the names of hie 

soldiers.
7. The graves of the Puritans were hidden from the 

Indians.
8. Rose Standlah was burled on a hill by the eea.
9. Only a few books were brought over on the May

flower#
10. Prioilla was a beautiful maiden; the heroine of 

a story.
Lesson 2 b .  Underline the nouns.

1. Sorab was the son of Rustua.
2. The brave Sorab searched for his father.
3. Rueturn was a soldier in the Persian army.
4. Hie son was a soldier in the Tartar army.
5. One day both armies stood by the Oxus River.
6. Sorab and Rustum fought.
7. The old man killed his eon.
8. Too late Rustum learned the truth.
9. The unhappy father lay in the sand beside his 

son.
10. Both armies moved to camp.

Lesson 2 c. Underline the nouns.
1. Little Red Riding Hood went through the woods.
2. The child was on her way to her grandmother's 

house.
3. A wolf came along; the little girl and the wolf 

talked.
4. The wolf ran ahead;and reached the house first.
5. Then the wolf killed the poor old woman.
6. ?/hen Red Riding Hood came, the wolf was in thebed. •
7. Oh, Grandma, what big eyes you have!
8. Just then a man came along.
9. Red Riding Hood warn saved; the wolf was killed,
10. Hundreds of boys and girls know this story.
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C, PRONOUN - a word used to take the place of a noun.'
Pronouns save our time and make our sentences more

. . . . ■' ' ■ ■ . ' ' .

. pleasing. : • . - ■ . , , ..
Indefinite Pronouns or Adjective Pronouns are words 
that are used sometimes an adjectives and sometimes 
as pronouns.
Examples: . ■ ■ ; . . .. ,

1. Many people came. Many came. ...
2. Some "books are Interesting. . Some are inter-

eating. - '
3. Other children understand this problem.

Others understand this problem.
4. Neither gift was received in time. Neither 

was received In time.
5. The former lad was late. The former was late.

Ft personal pronoun is a pronoun that shows by its 
form whether it stands for a person speaking, the per
son spoken to, or the person or thing spoken of. The 
table of personal pronouns given below will be useful 
later on. lour teacher may ask you to learn them now.*

Person speaking 
Singular Plural 

Nominative I we
Possessive my, mine our, ours
Objective me us

Person spoken to 
Singular Plural

Nominative you , you
Possessive your, yours your, yours
Objective you you

Person spoken of 
Singular Plural

Nominative he, she, It they %
Possessive his, her, hers. Its their, theirs 
Objective him, her It them

* For a further explanation of case, see Appendix.
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examples: Th® pronouns In the two following
eete of exercieee are underlined. 
Study them carefully.

1. 1. both or either will do.
2. She will see what her mother wants.
3. That Is the one.
4. oh, where Is It?
5. lou ask for your book.
6. another will do as well.
7. He gave them to Martha and me.
8. The oar behind ours was in a wreck.
9. my heart's In the highlands.
10. That's the way for Billy and. me.

2. 1. They went to the circus without their parents.
2. Reporters called to see him about the acci

dent.
3* This Is our house; not yours.
4. That Is a secret between the coach and us,
5. ne think we can speak as correctly as he. 
6.38he must have borrowed the money from her

father.
7. we were sure that It was they.
8. Our guests were annoyed by the mosquitoes; 

so we Invited then Into the house.
9. I. hope no one has forgotten his ball glove.

10. lour story delighted tiancy and me.
Lesson 3 a. Underline the pronouns.

1. Xou and 1 shall be friends always.
2. what time is It?
3. Their chances are very slight.
4. what were you doing when 1 called you?
5. It Is time to think up some plan for tnelr 

escape.
6. Our time Is so short that 1 am hoping for 

good weather.
7. He knew It was time, but he dallied along.
8. My own work seems difficult now.
9. I have crocheted an afghan for my mother,
10. uo you Intend to do anything about this?

Lesson 3 b .  Underline the pronouns.
1. That la my new magazine. "
2. i have read three stories In It already.
3. One was a detective story.
4. another Is a continued story.
5. Xou would like the one about Arizona.
6. it Is about people like you and me.
7. I like your description of our mountains.
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8. That is my book, but I will lend it to her.
9. I'll tell you about a good book.

10. would you care to hear it?
Lesson 3 c .  Underline the pronouns.

1. Whom did you call?
2. Have you seen them lately?
3. Another man came in; then another came.
4. Have you read about the slave question?
5. Where did they get their slaves?
6. How old were the slaves when they were 

brought to America?
7* Who is that?
8. What do you know about him?
9 .Some of our school books do not belong to ue 
10. Do yours belong to you?
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II. THE SENTENCE - a group of words that expresses a com
plete thought.

A sentence Is divided Into two parte, the complete 
subject and the complete predicate. The complete subject 
Is what you talk about; the complete predicate is what you 
say about the subject. In many sentences the complete 
subject comes first and the complete predicate last; this 
Is the normal, or natural, order. There are also sen
tences In which the complete predicate comes first; this 
is Inverted, or turned-about, order. Then, too, there are 
sentences in which the subject is not expressed.
Examples: A vertical line is drawn between the

complete subject and the complete pred
icate.

1. Sentences In normal order:
1. Shallow water is noisy.
2. Your book report j Is not satisfactory.'
3. His position j was clear.
4. The capltol at Albany | was partially burned.
5. He crated the fruit carefully.

2. Sentences in Inverted order:
1. Where are you going, my pretty maid?

My pretty maid, you j are going where?
2. Do you believe in democratic institutions?

You | do believe in democratic Institutions?
3. On the high wall sat Humpty Duapty.

Humpty Dumpty eat on she high wall.
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4. What shall we do?
We j shall do what?

5. How happy was the child?
The child j was how happy?

Lesson 1 a. Using a ruler, draw a vertical line ,
which will separate complete subject from 
complete predicate. Rearrange all sen
tences not in normal order. Supply a 
subject If one is not expressed.

1. Some of our ancestors were pirates^
2. Many pirates roamed the seas in olden days.
3. Have you ever seen a picture of a pirate?
4. Did you hear the fire whistle?
5. Flames and smoke were everywhere.
6. Americans are proud of Lincoln's character.
7. What is the matter now?
8. Who is the leader of the hike?
9* The candy was cooling.

10. They have eaten your candy.
Lesson l b .

1. The characters in this story live simply.
2. His family shared his fate willingly.
3* Can't you hear me?
4. A member of our class has written a prize storyi
5. The stock holders feel secure,
6. 'Skat is the best camp equipment for mountain 

travel?
7* Have you read The Sea Hawk?
8. Mr. Jones and the president are here now.
9. Boys run and play with no regard for the weather.

10. Jane broke the saucer.

The complete subject may consist of Just one word or of 
several words; if only one word, the complete subject is then 
also the simple subject or the unmodified subject. /

The complete predicate may consist of Just one word or of 
several words; if only one word ( or one verb made up of one 
word plus helpers), the complete predicate is then also the 
simple predicate or the unmodified predicate.
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The principal word In the complete subject Is the simple 
subject. It is always a noun or pronoun.
The principal word In the complete predicate le the sim
ple predicate. It is always a verb.
Since we can now pick out the simple subject and the

simple predicate of the sentence, we shall begin to diagram.
The simple subject and the simple predicate will be placed
on a double line and separated by a vertical line.
Examples: .

_SubJect_noun I Predicate verb ̂

1. Water seeks its level. Water j seeks
2. I deny your story. I j deny
3. We have never seen a volcano. We i have seen

Hie family had moved. family j had moved
• 5. The speaker quoted from the Bible.

-speaker. | quoted_, ... - - I ; r
Lesson 2 a. Pick out the simple subject,and ihe %

simple predicate (thellsubject! noun [ 
and the predicate verp^jind)place 
them correctly in a diagram/ ' ;$(.
Draw all lines with a/riiler.

1. A speedy game satisfied him.
2. We laughed.
3. Do you remember?
4. Will you lend me a dime? (You will lend me a d i m )
5. Then out spake brave Horatius.
6. Eskimo houses are made of snow and ice.
7. Which station did you hear last night? (You did 

hear which station last night?)
8. The traitor was sentenced to death.
9. Did the big tree fall in the storm?

10. The bird flew away.
Lesson 2 b .

1. All children like pets.
2. Everyone was ready for the picnic.
3. Kill for me a deer with antlers.
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4. What are the main facts?
5. Aunt Mary Is coming,
6. This automobile runs well.
7. This is the council fire.
8. Orange is a combination of two colors.
9. The soldiers marched along.

10. What elements make up our food?
Lesson 2 c .

1. They were our bravest firemen.
2. Do you believe In all the laws?
3. Charles can swim.
4. Study your lesson now.
5. I have begun.
6. Honesty pays. •
7. I can read well.
8. Books are furnished in some schools.
9. Paper tears easily.

10. Do you pick up all your papers?
Lesson 2 d .

1. Can you jump?
2. The lambs scampered away.
3., Here it is.
4. Birds sing in the spring.
5. I have finished.
6. The flowers have wilted.
7. The small child was lost.
8. A new broom sweeps clean.
9. We shall begin.

10. The seeds are sprouting.
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III. THREE OTHER PARTS OF SPEECH
A. ADJECTIVE - a word ue©d to limit or defioribe a noun

or pronoun.
The use of adjectives and other modifiers is iro 

portant, as sentences are more varied and greatly 
Improved by the use of Just the right modifier. Al
ways use as many adjectives as are necessary to make 
your picture (written or spoken) clear.
Examples: The adjectives are underlined

1. 1. The largest tree was hit.
2. The correct time has been given.
3. All important news items have been read.
4. Beautiful ornaments can be made.
5. The blue rug has faded.
6. Many strange sailors came.
7. Her market basket fell.
8. Busy people are wanted.
9. The last high ridge was hidden.

10. Some other people came.
Adjectives in a diagram:

1. -tree .was__hit_
The
largest

2. -tjL m e J - b a nThe I
correct

freen_glven

3. .items__| have been read
~ m  1 ~~~~ —
important
news

4. _ornamentsl__can be made 
I Beautiful
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5.

6.

7.

^_The_r 
- j blue

sailors j came 
I Many ~ T 
j strange

basket j fell 
} Her 1
1. market

8. j^e^e_._..ijarej»Ant^ 
• 1 Busy 1

9. -ridge.__I was hidden
y-TE®-' -----— *—
I last

10. people r . j came^. 
LSp ffie ., •' 
L_other_

Lesson 1 a. Diagram the following sentences.
Draw all lines with a ruler.

The angry dog barked.
Every suit-case was opened. •
Can the little baby walk?
The big hatchet was broken.
The beautiful yellow bios some wilted.
Was theVnew hard ball lost?
An enormous shell exploded.
Were' the Stirling spoons ruined?
The tenth page was torn.
A wise old owl slept.

Lesson 1 b.
1. Our old car was wreaked.
2. The entire story has been erased.
3. His biggest boys practiced.
4. A little orphan, cried.
5,7 Longer days: are coming.
6. Beautiful leaves will be growing.
7. Any normal boy could pass.

1.2 .
25.
4.
5.6.
7.8.
9.
10.
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8. This old house might burn.
9. Two small boats sank.

10. All the churoh belle were ringing.
Lesson 1 c.

1. All the children were playing.
2. May the smaller children play?
3. The sick dog has recovered.

< A. j’as a new garage been built?
5. Hie shiny new shoes hurt.
6. All the legal papers have been returned.
7. All the desks were polished.
8. Can that fat little puppy walk?
9. Have all the windows been washed?

10. The smartest"child forgot.

B. ADVERBS - words used to modify tho meaning of a verb, 
an adjective*.' or another adverb.

The word adverb means near the verb. Adverbs 
also add richness and clarity to your sentences.
Use as many adverbs in your sentences as are neces
sary to make your picture (written or spoken) clear.

Adverbs usually modify by answering the ques
tions how. when. where, how much, and to what extent. 
Examples: Adverbs are underlined.

1. They are waiting patiently.
2. He walked away quickly.
3. Apples were scattered everywhere.
A. The saddle horses galloped wildly.
5. You write too slowly.
6. Ehe was needlessly alarmed.
7. . The fire was already out.
8. The contented cows were quietly grazing.
9. The maequite fences were continually falling down.
10. Here are your new books.

Adverbs in a diagram:
1. 2hey i

» ' «eik. -r — -M. .. i - -^
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2. walked,
— • —  — .away
Lqulckly_

3. everywhere
} • •» —---- -i— w m

4. jaereeB , galloped 
_The_ 1 Iwlldly„
caddie

5. -You
-  v — ~ ,r“ e|slowly

j too (adverb modifying adverb)

6. =She.,J— was alarmed
1 ineedleBsly..;

7. rffre
[The out

already

8• -SpM ,. . were grazing^
Lfhe. 1 l _quletly_
Uxmtented

9. -fences 
Jfhe.

.were falling.
Ldown,.
Umeequlte | continually

101
i ne*_

Leeron 2 a .  Diagram the following sentences.
Draw all lines with a ruler. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. The fat puppy can hardly walk.
2. Daily newspapers are now seen everywhere.
3. That small boy works carelessly.
4. Your picture is well done.
5. All little children should speak correctly.
6. Here you are. (You are here).
7. Where are you going? (You are going where?)
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8. The planes appeared suddenly.
9. Stanley was Injured severely.

10. How often we forget 1 (We forget how often!)
Lesson 2 b.

1. Where Is my blotter?
2. The little child was unjustly treated there.
3. Father left very early. (Very modifies early.)
4. Mow Is the beet time.
5. Do not look out now. (Three adverbs.)
6. You may walk In quietly.
7. Suitable adverbs modify exactly.
8. Several musicians will be there,
9. The green shade was pulled down.
10. The greedy dog growled severely.

Lesson 2 c.
1. You are doing well now. ,
2. The blue book belongs here.
3. Another will do as well, (as modifies well. )
4. Can you sit here quietly?
5. I shall return very quickly.
6. Those red roses have wilted considerably.
7. Reporters often called there.
8. Arizona is well advertised nowadays.
9. Similar birds flock together.

10. shallow water runs along noisily.

0. PREPOSITIONS; PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES -
A preposition Is a little word that always has an 
object, when a word which looks like a preposition 
has no object, it Is an adverb. The preposition 
shows the relation between Its object and some other 
word in the sentence.

The preposition and Its object together form a 
prepositional phrase. The object of a preposition 
is a noun or something used as a noun# a prepositional 
phrase may be either adjective or adverbial In use#
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Liet of the more common prepositions: 
1, simple prepositions:

aboard by round
about concerning save
above considering saving
across down since
after during through.
against ere ■■ throughout
along except> - to, unto

- amid for • toward
among from ■-» towards
around Inside under

. - -  ' at in ^underneath
4 before Into ■ until, till

behind notwithstanding up
below of upon

V beneath off with
beside on within
besides over >
between past -

> beyond regarding( .

but respecting
2. compound prepositions:

. . according to as regards because of
> as for as to . ; out of

Particular eases are groups of two prepositions
led by from; for example. from around, from be-
hind. from In, from over. from under, meaning
from a place (or direction) around, before, be -
hind, etc. The simplest way 1jo treat those is
as compound prepositions.

Examples: Each preposition and Its object Is 
underlined.

1. ne looked In time.
2* The bird with the broken wing died. (The noun 

object of tire preposition with has two modi-' . . 
rlere.)

3. Ask for your book.
4. Tom cmce Into"th? house at once. (Two phrases.)

1:^1
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7. The eallors escaped in two small boats.
8. No trace of the enemy could be found.
9. My father sent for this new radio.

10. I looked out the window then.
Prepositional phrases in a diagram. A short vertical 
line separates the preposition from its object.

1

2, bird__: _ U _ _ d l e d _

UiML.|brokenbroken

3
T for | book

T your

4
Lthe_

_atj_once__
Xhto | house

out
across | room

~1the

Jor_l,animalB
[wild

J jU _ w Inter

7. -sailors_i_eseaki.vTT- I rtos. r n i boats
two
small

8 be found
of i enemy

the
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9. father .EeB|__
I for i radio 

this
n&*

JLookeC
I t he

then
Leeeon 3 a . Diagram the following sentences. 

Draw all lines with a ruler.
1. All of ue know his story.
2. That man walks with a jerky swing.
3. Upon what principle does the thermometer work?
4. One piece of pie was left on the plate.
5. He talks like you.
6. Ichabod had heard of the headless horseman.
7. dames quoted from his reader.
8. The cat's eyes sparkled In the darkness.
9. The lad hid behind the door with hio pet.

10. The team of horses dashed down the street.
Lesson 3 b .

1. uid you ever think of the distance to the moon?
2. The cool spring rain began in the night.

. 3. Many airplanes are used Ih^war. • -
4. i have something for you in my pocket.
5. Clubs, like games, should entertain in some way.
6. ne go to grandfather's house through the woods.
7. beyond the tree is a path.
8. The bird was thrown against the wall by the wind.
9. The big boys walked hy in the rain.

10. Kuth ran through the fields to the store.
Lesson 3 c. ... - ^ \

The little boy fell down on the ice. (down le an
Edverbi.)-'/-.-.' ' ■ ■ .
Then he rolled down the hill, (down is a preps) 
Thb old books are on the shelf.
I looked around at him quickly. (Study this sen
tence carefully; around is an adverb; quickly is 
an adverb; and at him is a prepositional phrase . ) 
A collection of pictures lay on the table,
A map of Europe hangs on the east wall.
Where are you going in this rain? .
A package of books came by express, 
snow does not often fall in Arizona.
Two teams of girls met on that field.

1.
2*
3.
4.

5.
6.
7;8.
9.

10.
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IV. SOME OTHER USES W  THE NOIW AMD PHONOUR
tve have studied two usee of the noun: (1) the noun 

ae the subject of a sentence, and (2) the noun as the 
object of a preposition. Other uses include the ap- 
poeitive, the noun as a possessive modifier, and the 
predicate noun.

:  '
A. APPOSITIVE - a noun or pronoun added to another noun

to explain and naming the same, person or thing*
An apposltive might be left out without changing

the meaning of the sentence. Commas are used to set 
.. - . ■ ■. : - ■ ■ • •

off words or phrases in apposition. Do not forget to
put a comma on both sides of an apposltive.
Examples: The appoeltlves are underlined.

: - ' -
1. The police captain, Mr. Smith, will talk to the 

children.
■2. The Browns, our new neighbors, have gone away 

for a month.
3. On the little table by the window was the lamp, 

our newest possession.
4. We were in Chicago, my old home, for two weeks.
5. Just then a man, a perfect stranger to m e , drove 

Into our yard.
6. Have you read about Admiral Byrd, the explorer?
7. My uncle Is now in London, the largest city in 

the world.
9. Here are our friends, the KamiItone.
9. Defoe* s story, Robinson Crusoe, is in this book. 
10. The King of England visited in Mount Vernon, 

Washington’s home.
•' .

The apposltive in a diagram:
1, captain - Mr. Smith - I will talk__

_The_ 1 T i o .i_chlldren__
police I t M —
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2. n@l# bgTG_
our
new

■■Erown{L_rL
I The

haveKone_
^wai_for i month■ ix:

3. poeaepelon
U-mUL 
newest

lamp -
]~the ^ 4

Y?B6_
on i table

bv ; window]the

4.

for,weeks

5. -SlmngfiE.|-a_
perfect

_man - l-toj. drove
Into i yard

four * I
Ahen

I Just

6. XPU__! have read

about | Admiral Byrd -
explorer 

I the

7. 8
i M f  "f ~ now , the■ -  - ••• largest

in i world
in London —

8. Kamlltona
friends - _ jJJie.

our
I are 
T ^ r H e r e
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rialbook
I this

lehiaKton*e
in I Mount Vernon -

of| EnKl&nd
Leepon 1 a. Diagram the following eentencee, 

Draw all linen with a ruler.
.1, Halloween, the night of fun, comes In October.
2. My brother, James, will be at the station.
3. Thomas, the old blacksmith, will be here soon.
4. W e , the people of the United States, vote on all 

Important measures.
5. The children were found in a wretched house, a
, . /mere'shed. \ v '' - , ... ;
6. Two little girl®, twins, live near us.
7. Sarah, my best friend, goes to school in Phoenix.
8. Mr. Jones, the tall man with the dark glasses, 

has come again.
9. The dress was of a.bright color, red with tiny 

specks of orange. ;
10. One man, Mr. Martin, was there before us.

Lesson 1 b. ..........
1. The president, a short, fat man, was known to all.
2. Jimmy Brown, the Nogales pitcher, scored twice.
3. Phoenix, the capital of Arizona, is in the Salt 

River. Valley.
4. Our best, catcher, Jo® Bloom, can’t play today.
5. Finland, one of our European debtors, has paid.
6* Baseball, my favorite game, is not In season now.
7. Have you read the book. Black Beauty?
8., Mr. Brown took hie nephew, Roy.Brown, to the game.
9. Those papers belong to our teacher. Miss.Hale.

10. Comptons, a set of reference books, is well liked.

B. POSSESSIVE mPIFIER I hi ' - j' V: i
A noun or a pronoun used as a possessive modifier of a 
noun is really, doing the work of ah adjective; and is .. . 
diagramed as an adjective. Always remember that the 
part of speech is determined by the work a word does Iti * 
a particular sentence and that any one word may be
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classed in several different waye In different sen
tences.
Examples: The nouns used as possessive modi

fiers are underlined.
1. The boy's ball went over the fence.
2. James's skates are attached to hie shoes.
3. The sprinters' race will be over soon.
4. The Kiris' team may win,’
5. The lion's roar was heard during the night. 

Diagrams:
1. ball | went

| The 1 Lover i fence 
1 boy's I the

2 . skates are attached
B a r >8 ' S* _L

(his;

3, race i will be .
| TfieT^ over
Qprinter#! L aopn

4. may win.

5. _ m a r  i was heard__
J h e  ' I, ciurinK i night

I the.lion's

Lesson 13 Diagram the following sentences.
Draw all lines with a ruler.

1.2.
3.
4. 
3. 6.
7.8.
9.
10.

The fox's nose was turned toward the woods.
The monkey's face is peeking over the wall.
The elephant's trunk has many uses.
The boys' caps were hung on those hooks.
The baby's mother would not come in.
The thief's hideout was found.
The dog knows about his master's slippers. 
Beautiful ornaments are sometimes made of butter
flies' wings.
Turkeys' wings are used for fans. - .
That man's greatest ambition has been accomplished.
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C. PREDICATE NOUN or PRONOUN - a noun or pronoun which 
completes the predicate and names the same person 
or thing as the subject.

A predicate noun Is also called a subjective 
complement; a predicate noun is always In the nomi
native case.
Examples: The predicate noun or pronoun is

underlined.
1.2.
).
4.
5.6.
7.8. 
9.10.

The burros In Mexico are useful little animals. 
You should have been ray friend then.
His name Is Oliver.
He was the best story teller.
Arizona le a western state.
This was the thief’s hideout.
His books were his only possessions.
Good soli Is a necessity for the farmer.
The Buiok Is a large ear.
Our car Is a Plymouth.

Diagrams: As the predicate noun refers to the
same person or thing as the subject, 
the line between the verb and the 
predicate noun will slant toward the 
subject. (See sample diagram.)

1. -burros., are.
p m ® -Lln_LM@xlco-_ JULttle_

2. JLqu,— 1„ . should _hayejbe en_\_frlend.
1 . 1 then 1 mv

3. name t 1 s \ Oliver

4. -L-jiag-.\  tell&EL
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5. Arlzo2Qas.-|— IS A  ll-at®.
western

6. _Thls
- H wa B_V_hiAeouA

tKiel* * s
the

7. _bo:ok8__l__were.. X_'.po« see el.oos.
‘ -hle_

-only..
"[His

JGoodL :
for i farmer 

Ithe

9. ^Bulck „|^.ArB A_r. .car__ 
jTheJ fJL

large

10. =S«*:.lOurL
.is ,\ Plymouth^

La.-..

Lesson 3 a. Diagram the following sentences, 
Draw all lines with a ruler. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1. All the delegates to the convention were women.
2. The brick house is his office.
3. Our school Is an adobe building.
4. You may be a rich man.: v
5. That man ie my father.
6. He was once a fine ball player.
7. Mildred is a pleasant girl.
8. My sinter la my helper.
9. It was I .

10. The first baseman Is my brother.
Lesson 3 b.

1. He is a catcher, too.
2. Was it she?
3. That Is my napkin ring.
4. It was a present.
5. I shall be a brave man.
6. These are pictures of me.
7. That Ford is a sedan.
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8* We are citizens; of the United States.
9. All of ue should be friends.

10. Who are your enemies?
Lesson 3 c .

1. This Is an easy chair.
2. a part of Africa le a desert.
3. Irrigation Is a boon to desert farmers.
4. The Nile River is really an oasis.
5. Many people along the Nile are farmers.
6. Some of them are probably traders.
7. Are automobiles a luxury? 1
8. This material is linen.
9. Sand le not good soil for farming.
10. An eraser Is a big help.

Lesson 3 d. : ' •VZ'.
Make a list of the verbs used in sentences contain
ing a predicate noun.

Lesson 3 e.
1. Write ten sentences of your own containing 

predicate nouns.
2. After they have been checked by your teacher, 

put the ten sentences into diagrams.
D. PREDICATE ADJECTIVE - an adjective that completes

the verb and modifies the subject.
A predicate adjective is closely related to a

predicate noun; they are both called subjective
complements.
Examples: _ The predicate adjectives are under- 

• lined. Compare these sentences with 
those on page 2 9 . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1. The burros In Mexico are useful.
2. You should have been friendly.
3. Oliver Is always generous.
4. The story teller was pleasant.
5. Arizona le warm In winter.
6. A thief le dangerous.
7. His books were splendid.
8. The soil on that farm Is good.
9. The new cars are comfortable.

10. The house seems cool.
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Diagrams: A predicate adjective, like a predi
cate noun, is Indicated by a line 
which slante toward the subject.

2.
3.

You j should have been \ friendly

■ ' ;  c

03J.yer ._ t._JL8__X^generous,,
1 1 always .

4 - - 2 h e _  r 
story

5.

6

Arizona

thief
— (T

ij^wianss™.I in i winter

.le..., \._dangerpue

7" girg- - A  W ^ M l d LHis

8. ZT- 80 i 1 - I - - -
jiS® ^1 on i farm

It hat

9- ^ a rB  |a re -A _^ o m fo rtR b le= 
JThe_ 
new 10

10, _houee_ t seems \ cool 
' |The. ! ■
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Lereon 4 a .  Diagram the following sentences.
Draw all lines with a ruler.
The predicate adjectives In 4 a 
are underlined.

1. The night’wae clear.
2. She was radiant with smiles.
3. The little rogue stood ready.
4. Each boy should be prompt.
5* I'm very sorry.
6. Isn't the sunset gorgeous?
7. Those ties are artistic.
8. The birds seemed happy.
9. She has become tall.
10. Our cat is greedy.

Lesson 4 b. ' - - : -
1. Roses smell sweetv
2. It tastes good.
3. Hie grades were excellent.
4. The new camp was ideal.
5# Jack was now repentant.
6. How cold the day lei (The day is how cold! )
7. The boy appears unhappy.
8. 'Which building is new?
9. The night was calm.
10. The enemy were troublesome.

Lesson 4 c .
1. The front door wae :open.
2. The paper seems too soft.
3. It was very dark.
4. Are you tired of this?
5. The windshield Is very dusty.
6. She was asleep.
7. You were right about that.8. Who has been ill in this house?
9. I am older now.
10. The card was red.

Lesson 4 d. Read the following sentences carefully.
Draw a straight line under the predicate 
nouns; draw a wavy line under the pred
icate adjectives.
Then diagram the sentences carefully.

1. My record is best. \2. . I -am one.of your oldest friends.
3. Some mice are gray.
4. My pet mouse Is white.
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5# A mouee might be a pleasant pet.
6. My mother is afraid of mice.
7. This girl is my sister.
8. My brother is tall.
9. He is your friend. ;

10. He will be a doctor.
Lesson 4 e.

1. Ned was the chief.
2. The lady became very pale,
3. Are you the boy's father?
4. Are you afraid of him?
5. The pirates were brutes.
6. The pirates were brutal.
7. The new paper should be whiter.
9. The gate was close to me,

10. The gate stood wide open.
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V. FIRST REVIEW.-
Diagram the following sentences. Draw all lines with a 
ruler.

1. The house burned down.
2. I walked down the road.
3. The walk was pleasant.
4. It was good exercise for me.
5. I was very tired afterward.
6. The team shouted happily after the game.
7. The team wan happy after the gas#.
8. Our team won.
9. Those nine boys are a happy crowd.

10. Never be too sure of yourself.
11. The score was tied again.
12. Ask for the money now.
13. Where was he going In such a hurry?
14. The battery was burned out completely.
15. Come over here.
16. It was very cold then.
17. Down we slid.
18. Sir Walter Raleigh was really a pirate.
19. News travels quickly nowadays.
20. Stories about Drake are Interesting, too.
21. Piracy was the bane of Spain’s existence.
22. Pirates are a thing of the past. ,
23. Radio Is a new subject in schools.
24. Our station Is KTAR.
25. Tune In on Station SFI at noon.
26. Is your paper knife sharp?
27. A stamp should be put on a letter carefully.
28. Many packages go to the dead-letter office.
29. Have all your packages been delivered?
30. Stamps from a foreign country are Interesting.
31. Some people in small towns Inquire at the post- 

office after each train.
32. The smallest child cried.
33. Was the first telegraph line built In this century?
34. Our last ball game began at three.
35. The soldiers escaped over the dunes.
36. All of them were hungry.
37. The other car was blue.
38. The smallest kitten Is the cutest one.
39. The boy In the front seat seemed happy.
40. Abraham Lincoln was my Ideal.
41. The man with the bald head is an author.
42. I shall stay here.
43. Toward evening the size of the clouds increased.
44. The secretary voted against the resolution.
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45* Which way 1b the wharf?
46* The view from the bridge was delightful*
47, Native boys dived for coins*
48* They eet out on a dangerous expedition*
49* The house still seemed very far away.
50. One should not be too critical,
51. My hat often blows off*
52* Our car stalled on the bridge,
53i Every idea should be completely developed.
54* His strength Is like that of an elephant.
55. Joseph has become a splendid architent.
56. Greed clings to a person like a leech.
57. The entire valley is flooded.
58* The attic was littered with all kinds of Junk,
59* The set consists of seven pieces*
60* Few veterans of the Civil War are living now.
61* The farmer shouted after us,
62, You might be more considerate,
63* The food at this little restaurant is excellent.
64, Chromium cannot rust., (not is an adverb.)
65, We waited for the eclipse.
66, How did you get here?
67, Isn't he here yet?
68* We shall go by plane.
69. Man cannot live by bread alone.
70* A thing of beauty is a Joy forever.
71. The next meeting will be held In January,
72* A prize will be given for the best poem.
73. They aren't biting at this point.
■74, Father will be back soon,
75* I was a reporter for three years*76, New gold mines have been found in Arizona.
77. The members of the crew felt weary,
78* The man at the desk now Is not my uncle.
79s The poor fellow asked for a cup of coffee.
80. That boy is a spendthrift,
81. Such students are never a credit to any school.
82. He is a gentleman of the old school.
83* The rules of this contest are simple. ;
84. No employee of the publisher may contribute,
85. 5he Is a charming woman.86. Do you ride to school on a bicycle?
87. John has always been a careful workman.88* The dean finally wrote to Mr. Smith,
89* who are these three witnesses for the defense?
90. My new house is on a side road.
91. A horse should be trained carefully.
92. Are you afraid in deep water?
93. Katherine was impatient about the results.
94. The author tells of constant warfare in this region.
95. Suddenly the bells were silent.
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96. oe arrived in Willcox In the latoi afternoon. 
97• Who is in charge of thle affair?
98. Are you looking for a late book?
99. The barber was a fellow of great good humor.
100. He was planning bn a trip at the close of the

semester.
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VI. OTHER USES OF THE NOUN AND PRONOUN
A. NOUN IN DIRECT ADDRESS - a noun used to name the 

person or thing addressed.
ixamples; The nouns in direct address are underlined.

1. Are you coming, David?
2. Come here, children.
3. Boys, does your mother know of this?
4. Gentlemen, be seated.
5. Where are you going, my pretty maid?
6. America, we will fight for you.
7. I ’ll be at home early, Mother.8. Why don’t.you speak for yourself, John?
9. Mary, X shall come again.

10. Sir, your hand Is bleeding.
Because a noun In direct address Is not really a part
of either the subject or the predicate. It is set off
from the rest of the sentence by a comma, or by two
commas if it comes In the middle of the sentence.
Such nouns are placed above the subject in a diagram.
Diagrams:
'Ur::. '. David .

you | Are coming

- 2. children 
_Ly_ou)i Come 3

3. ' Bovs
mother j does know 
I your* | o f y  this



• be seated

5. m i d
pretty

JLQU:___I are golng__
T [where

6* America
we t will flcht

I I for i you

Mother
I. f 'll be
— -  1 at i home

early

John

= % m _ | do_,epeakr
n't
for i youreelf 
Why

9.

10.

%ary
I shall com#_ 

1 attain

_SJX
hand I la bleeding
"nifourr -  — :

Lee son 1
1. Gentlemen of the Jury, the State rests.
2. Jack, Is your pencil broken?
3. Mies Smith, may I write at the board?
4. My face la ray fortune, Sir.
5. Plnnochlo, will you go to school?
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6. May I play now, Mather?
7. Friends, our candidate will now speak.
8. Where are you going now, Dorothy?
9. Captain* are you prepared?
10. Helen, here is your allowance for this week.

B. DIRECT OBJECT OF A VERB
All.the verbs we have studied and diagramed up to 
this time have been Intransitive; that ie, they have 
been complete in themselves, or they have been com
pleted by predicate nouns (which mean the same per
son or thing as the subject), or by predicate adjec- 
tivee (which modify the subject). We shall now study 
transitive verbs. If one were to say They took. The 
man said, or He broke, someone would aek Took what? 
Said what? or Broke what? Something is needed to 
complete the predicate; This something is a noun 
or a pronoun which names the person or thing which 
receives the aotlon*expreseed by the verb. It is 
cabled the direct object, and it le always in the 
objective ease. This object names a different person 
or thing from the s u b j e c t . -
Examples: The direct objects are underlined.■ - . .... ,

1. They Invited us.
2. Who will play this game with me?
3. They took their lunch to school.
4. Carry the eggs into the house.
5. I may have told them about it.
6. * Then he broke the bat.
7. He gave the basket of apples to me.
8. He gave the apples to me.
9. Has the teacher given an examination?
10. What do you want now?
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Diagrams: A direct object is indicated In a diagram
by a straight, vertical line between the 
verb and the object.

Subject | verb L_ object^,

1. They I Invited i urn

'■ ■ • '•

■ - - - r this
V-- • • ■■ ' I with I me ■

3, They j tqoj^ | lunch
TtheTr

_t© { school

4. (you) L iCarry i eggs: . - fr - [ ‘ " |the'
: . : ■ : - i into r house ̂

Ithe

5* I 1 may have told , them- . • |- --Libaiut V It '

^he_i„broke__;i„bat 
: . (JEben_ : [ thef

7.-
6u l L e ! K6k0t

of j apples

8. Lie_j__Eave_j__applee_ .
— i | tcTrae~7 (the'

i.each«r j Hao/slvoa . i examination
[the . j - " ton_

10* you„ ! _ A o Lw a n t _ J „ fhai



Leseon 2 a ,  Diagram the following sentences.
Draw all lines with a ruler.
The direct object are underlined.

I would like a new bicycle.
Perhaps I shall get one for Christmas.
I need several other thlnga. too.
Mother has a good idea.
She has a task for me.
She will pay me for the work 
Then I will save the money.
My father may have something for me, also.
He will pay me well.
Soon. I can buy the new bicycle for myself.

Lesson 2 b .
Mother: cal led >me -parly.
We packed our clothes in a hurry.
Father put the suitcases in the trunk of the car. 
We packed our radio away.
I shall miss the radio.
What stations do you hear?
I prefer musical programs.
Have you a radio in your car?
In a few years they will have better radios.
They will build finer cars then, too.

Lesson 2 c. :
1; Thfc child demanded another piece of pie.
2. Have you read that book?
5. I want an apple in my lunch.
4. Tell me about it now.
5m She has told the same story to her friends.
6. She wants a cotton dress.
7. Some girls prefer woolen dresses.
8. Fold your paper carefully.
9. I have read a story about the last war.

10. Wars cause changes in the map.
Lesson 2 d. Diagram the following sentences.

Study each sentence carefully; indi
cate by your diagram whether the under
lined words are direct objects or 
predicate nouns or predicate adjectives 1 2 * 4

1. I have given your letter to him.
2. Name the chief characters In the s tory.
5. What is your name?
4. -Js.-th® story interesting?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.6.
7.
8. 
9.10.

1.2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.8. 
9.
10.
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5. Hie father would like a new oar.
6. Prove every problem on this page.
7. We heard a lecture on mathematics.
8. It is my favorite subject.
9. What is the point of this story?

10. The dress was exceptionally pretty.
Lesson 2 e. Diagram the following sentences.

1. Have you fed your dog already? I ; , ■
2. John knocked the ball over the fence.
3. The flowers will bloom in May. :
4. Tom has been whittling that stick for a long time.
5. The music rill begin soon. -
6. Who planted the trees in that garden?
7. The wind blows from the east. -
8. Carol drives the cows .toward home.., : .
9. Jack cuts the grass often.
10. Stephen has been-a sailor. ’ • '

Lesson 2 f .* ■ - . . ;
1. I saw myself in a curved looklngrglaso;
2. I looked very broad.
3. Jack cut himself with a dull knife.
4. The children lost themeelves in the woods.
5. Won't the child hurt itself?
6. The greedy dog saw himself In the water.
7. Can you see yourself in that mirror?
8. Put yourself in my place.
9. Be has lifted himself by his bootstraps.

10. The man was shaving himself.
. A: transitive verb may* be-*In the active or the pas

sive voice. All the verbs with direct objects are in 
the active voice; the subject does the acting. When 
the subject receives the action, the verb is in the 
passive voice. In the following sentences the verbs 
have been changed from active to passive; that is, the

* The reflexive object - one of the compounds with self, i.e., 
myself. yourself, himself, ourselves, yourselves. and them
selves - means the same person or thing as the subject.
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object has become the subject, and the subject receives 
the action expressed by the verb.
Examples:

1. They Invited us. Be were Invited.
2. Then the soldiers fired their guns. Then the 

guns were fired.
3. We took our lunches to school. . Our lunches were 

taken to school.
4. The explosion burned two man. Two men were 

burned in that explosion.
5. I have told them about it. They have been told 

about it.
6. Then he broke the bat. Then the b at was broken.
7. He gave this backet of apples to me. This basket 

of apples was given to me.
8. He gave the apples to me. The apples were given

to me. ■ .
9. Hoe the teacher given an examination? 'Has an 

examination been given?
10. What do you want now? What la wanted now? 

Diagrams: •
1. n vl ted_

I the ' IThen

3. __lunches__i were taken
LOur, T I to [School.

i-X-wp. i Uh-L.expioei<m^
IthaV 5

5« 1 about | it

6. ,_____r-m^rolMjQL=3U M , 1 Lxhia_.4-

. __basket ,r „was,_glye.n_ 
-IMs./ . 1 to | me
of | apples

7
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9, examination | B&b been Riven
1 ah'' -" ■ '' - ■

10. -Ehat_. _lr-Mnted-
Inew

Lepeon 2 g. Diagram the foil owl nf, sentences.
1. The ball is hit by the batter.
2. The first steamboat was Invented by Fulton.

- 3. A severe storm was foretold by the barometer.
4. A musical sound is made by running water.
5i" A disorderly man was arrested by the policeman.
6. A refreshing coolness was broui^it to us by the
- rain. ' ^

7. A position has been offered to'him.
8. ' The lunch was eaten quickly by those hungry boys.
9. Many chickens have been caught by the sly old fox.
10. All kinds of candy- has been made on this old stove.

Lesson 2 h. - ‘
; ; ;  ' ■ ' ■•■■■ : - • • • ' . . ,

1. The exercises were written correctly.
2. The stolen property has been recovered.
5. A beautiful landscape has been sketched on rough 

paper. V;..,.
4. Me was paid promptly.
5. The leaves have been blown about. -
6. This property has been sold.
7. The news was received v?lth considerable surprise.
8. The interior of Africa was explored by Stanley.
9. The flag is saluted by the children.
10. The bridge was damaged by the flood.

Lesson 2 i. , . Before you diagram these sentences,
- study each one carefully arid decide 
which are in the active and which are 
in the passive voice. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. I have sold this farm.
2. The deal was made before gbwlstmas.
3. To date we have received no money.
4. We should be paid soon.
5. Perhaps some money should have been paid down.
6. The papers were signed on Monday.
7. Many agents had been working on this sale.
8. Trees have been planted along the highway.
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9. They will make lovely etiade for the new owners. 
1C. I shall leave her# new.

Lesson 2 J. , : ; \ ' ' ; ' ■: ■ ' .
1 W ; The-flehermn left hi a boat in the surf.
2. Several children followed him up the hill.
3. Rain had been falling for many hours.
4. People were swept along by.the,wind. ; .
5. War has been waged here before.
6. Many wild flowers were brought In by the children.
7. Snow was piled high in the.corners.
8. I have swept the walks.
9. What have you been doing?
10. The fire has been laid for morning.

Lesson 2 k .
1. I shall gather a bouquet of roses.
2. The book was published in June.
3. A note was written on yellow paper.
4. The note was lying on the ground.
5. .The squirrels have gathered nuts for winter.
6. Honey has beenetored in the hive,
7. I have begun my work.
8. It was started quite early.
9. Has the bell been rung yet?

10. I have put my money in this pocket.

C. INDIRECT OBJECT OF A VERB
The direct object of a verb answers the question . • t 
"what?11 or "whom?" after a transitive verb. A verb 
that has a direct object may have another object 
which answers the question "to whom?" or "for whom?" 
after the verb. Such an object Is called the Indirect 
object. '
Examples: Each indirect object is underlined.

1. I gave her my book.
2. Tell me a story.
3. He has given Billy a dollar.
4. Will you do me a favor?
5. Mother sent the teacher a note.



6. My brother gave me a ball for ay birthday.
7. He bouglit himself a nev? oar.
8. Give ue some ice cream.
9. Every class should give the team its support.

10. She will bring me the evening paper.
Diagrams: Notice that the Indirect object Is

Indicated by a double line under the 
verb. The double line shows that It Id an Indirect object, not an adverb

1.
1 I her liy__

a.
I I me I *

3. ■-■.ha g. ^Iv en— 1„ do liar.I Lmiiy _ T j l _

4.
1 I _ m _  I k _

5. -
1 1 3 m c h e r U _

6.
LMy__ * ( _ m _  : L<l

forjblr t hday
fe.

M u g h t ^ ^ i ^ a r ^

oreaja8
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9. -r-claes---, .should give r . support
L^xejrxl IteacL,,, lltj_

rthe

_£he.
I TC9 _ ' mvAft

• ,  : •
mn%n&^
the * ;- c

Lesfson 3. a., Diagram the following sentences. The 
indirect object a in ‘3 a are underlined.

1. I will find7you an easier problem.
2. Our new' books have given ug great pleasure.
3. The children have given the baby a nickname.
4. Does the report give you any reasons?
5. We should make ourselves a set of rules.

■ 6. Mary gave Jane a book for Christmas.
7 .  Hand the lady her cOat now.

. " 8. Give me liberty.'
9. You have given your father a dreadful scare. 

. 10. . I shall write her a letter soon.
Lee son 3 b. / ;r. • ' ; ." ; ;v; -

1. The salesman offered us 'aVbargaln..
V 2. I gave him some good advice.

3. Father paid Mr. Smith thirty dollars.
4. Did you tell him the Joke?
5. I sold John my football.
6. He owes me a dime. ‘ ’
7. The offleer gave me a friendly look.
8. Have you written your m t h e r  a letter?

‘ 9., ify parents bought me a violin.
10. You will only, do yourself harm.

Lesson 3 c . There are sentences with both direct 
and indirect objects, and sentences 
with only on® object among this set.

1: We watched the parade from the window,
2. The doctor gave me a friendly look.
3. Give-me a trial..
4. Why did you miss that one?
5. Throw the ball to mo, James.
6. Throw mo the ball, James.
7. His father, a physician, makes many trips into 

the country.
8. Tim® will settle the question.
9. 1 can give you four reasons.

10. Has this book been well advertised?
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VII. SECOND REVIEW -
Diagram tho following sentences. Draw all lines with a 
ruler. All the constructions we have studied are in
cluded. Study each sentence carefully before you dia
gram It.

1. We noticed a snake on the road.
2. The new reference books have given us pleasure.
3. Birds fly south in winter. -
4. Our neighbors have gone away for the summer.

I was happy In the little village.
6. The bank was closed.
7. Is It an Interesting story?
8. Now I'll get no lunch.
9. Father, lend mo your new pencil.

10. That man Is a doctor.11. a good report requires careful plans.
12. Plan your work carefully.
13. This is my report.
14. Have you handed me your report yet?
15. The letter gave them clear directlone.
16. He has made a shelf for books.
17. I made my mother one, too.
18. Is your new drees white?
19. I have no new dress.
20. Mother may make me a dress for Easter.
21. We can see It from here.
22. Jack played a perfect game for us.
23. He has collected many books during hie long life.
24. Uncle John showed us the Indian relics.
25. In the distance we saw the house.
26. The house seemed very close in that light.
27. James plays the violin well.
28. Who will meet you at the station?
29. Each player on this team has a glove of his own.
30. Will you give me that puppy?
31. The Judge pounded the table with his gavel.
32. Every child in the crowd enjoyed the races.
33. Haven’t you heard the news?
34. Who left his book in the cloakroom?
35. Few people have a great deal of money.
36. A light ear uses less gasoline.
37. I had only five dollars.
38. Can you answer the 'phone for me?
39. This company imports its raw materials.
40. The new coach seems pleasant.
41. Charles dropped his watch.
42. I was caught in a whirlwind of dust.
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43. They will praetlq@ ©ftener in the fall.
44. Whe do@8n*t enjoy good food? ;
45. I am anxious about the colt.
46. She haa lost her he% fountain pen.
-47. We could hot play In the attic on a hot day,
48. At last he opened his birthday package.
49. Mary compared her theme with mine.
50. What make of car did your father buy?
51. He rubbed his eyes.
52. You should be tolerant at all times.
53. The men were building a fire for us.
54. Have you met our new neifibers?
55. I have sent them an invitation to the picnic.
56. We shall sing songs in the evening.
57. Chromium is being used in homes.
58. Jim does not underetend quickly.
59. He certainly did not understand the plan.
60. His little brother is a quiet child.
61. Aren't you going yet? .
62. I expected hi® before lunch.
63. Roger bought a big red rubber ball for the children.
64. We don't allow peddlers here at all.
65. Are you interested in short-wave radio?
66. Someone in this crowd has lost a purse.
67. He went by the name of Jones.
68. Plnnochlo was a marionette.
69. Jlmlny Cricket was hie conscience.
70. Oepetto, the father, loved Plnnochlo dearly,
71. The Blue Fairy helped Plnnochlo often.
72. ' The huge whale splashed about In the ocean.
73. Finally Plnnochlo became a real boy,
74. Have you read the story of Plnnochlo?
75. Tell me the plan of the story.
76. I will lend you my book about Plnnochlo.
77. Children enjoy movies of familiar stories.
78. The story of Plnnochlo has been told over the 

radio, too.
79. Children do not go to school in summer,
80. The owl went to sea In a small boat.
81. Who borrows books fro® the library?
82. Mile® Standlsh was not tell.
S3. He knew each soldier by name.
84. Priciildb mother was Rose Standish.
85. Do the boys at your school play baseball.
86. 'hShey willcbrlng you to school in a bus.
87. Several birds sat on the top wire.
68. The birds settled down for the night.
89. In the cave we could see the bright eyes of the 

little bears.
90. The three bears put their bowls on the table.
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91. They went out for a walk In the woods. ,
92. In a few minutes little Goldilocks knocked at the 

door.
93. She found no one at home.
94. She went quietly into the little house.
95. She ate the email bowl of porridge.
96. She broke the smallest chair.
97. Then Goldilocks went up the stairs.
98. The three bears came home again.
99. They were very angry at Goldilocks. ..

100. The frightened child jumped out of the window.
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0TK5F. PARfS OF SPEECH . : •
. THE CONJUNCTION - a word used to Join words or

group#. V':..' ^
A co- ordinating conjunction Is a word that Joins to
gether words (or groups of words) that are used In 
the same way. A co-ordinating, conjunction may Join 
two nouns, two verbs, two prepositional phrases, two 
independent clauses, two dependent clauses, two ob
jects , etc. The common co-ordinating conjunctions 
are and, but. for. or. go*. Some co-ordinating con
junctions used in pairs are called correlative con
junctions. Some correlatives are both...and, either 
...or, neither...nor, not only...but also or but.

' i • ' * /•.

The subordinating conjunctions will be studied when 
we study subordinate clauses.
Examples: The co-ordinating conjunctions are

underlined. 1 2 * 4 5 * 7 8 * 10
1. Boys and girls attend this school.
2. He gave the sand pail and the shovel to the 

baby.
5. We dislike extreme cold or extreme heat.
4. ■ ffe went out in the rain, but we soon came back.
5. They were happy, for they knew the secret.
,6. Neither the cavalry nor the infantry are In camp 

across the river now.
7. We played both football and basketball.
8. Neither the threats nor the entreaties moved him.
8. You should consider both the time and the money.
10. Either he or I will go.
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Diagrams:
1. Boys

J l attend i school 
glflE# I itnff*

Boys and girls are two nouns, both subjects of the 
verb attend; this is an example of a compound sub
ject .

2.
He _ gavo I

pall
the

% sand
shovel

[the
to i baby

Fall and shovel are both nouns» objects of the 
verb gave; this Is an example of 8 compound object

3.

we dislike|
heat 
I extreme

cold . 
lextreme

4, ■ ' W e ' w e n t
f out

' - - _ ■ In i rain
■ ■ [the

soon
The co-ordinating conjunction but Joins the two 
Independent clauses; this is a compound sentence.

5. .
e*L-t hjij— i _ -knesL-1__secret _

T  l the__



6 are

5*

Infantry 1
==m C y f

1 aerosa i river 
1 the"

7.
1ft

football
1----------jJLayed I i
5

8.

9.

10.

threats,
[the

“ H =
moved ) him

t

Leeeon 1 a. Diagram the following sentenoee.
Draw all liner with a ruler.
The conjunctions are underlined.

1* Old benches and stools stood under the tree.
2. The talk and laughter went on and on. (The first 

and loins two nouns, the compound subject of the 
sentence; the second and Joins two adverbs.

3. History or biography may be chosen.
4. At our school we play both volleyball and soccer.
5. Mot only books but papers were scattered about the

■ yard. / „
6. James and John made bookraeks for themselves.
7. Are you and I in charge of this party?
8. Men, women, and children danoed. (three subjects. )
9. She not only washed the dishes, but she swept, toe. 
10. Stand up and salute the flag.
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Lereon 1 b.
1* We arrived at the Fair and went to a camp for the 

night.
2. The puppies whined or cried for their mother,
5. The big dog came in and sniffed at the oven door.
4. The child turned over and lay still.
5. Not only the cowboy, but also the horse could be 

seen.
6. Our boys yelled and waved their caps.
7. The new neighbors scold and quarrel among themselves.
8. The curtains are washed and ironed.
9. Fred did well on both the first and second tests,

but he failed on the third test. (A compound sen
tence, the two independent clauses being joined by 
the conjunction but: the correlatives both...and
Join the two adjectives.)

10. Henry not only played handball, but was also captain 
of the track team.

Lesson 1 c.
1. She laughed and cried at the same moment.
2. They would have given me a new pencil, but I pre

ferred my old one. (A compound sentence.)
3. Mr. Howe has sold his house, but ho has not sold 

the vacant land. (A compound sentence.)
4. The family gathered around the table,and watched 

the experiment.
5. Jack and Jill went up the hill.
6. Jack fell down and broke his crown.
7. Rivers and lakes add to our summer fun.
8. Boys and men play outdoor games.
9. Both the house and the garage burned.
10. The thief stole a bracelet and a necklace.

Lesson I d .
1. The mountain and the squirrel had a quarrel.
2. The smaller boys and girls have built a bird house.
3. Sarah and Dorothy are sisters.
4. Not.only were the windows broken, but the door was 

knocked down also. (A compound sentence. )
5. She crossed the street slowly and carefully.
6. Our baggage was taken out and opened at the State

line.
7. You are being neither pleasant nor entertaining.
8. The situation was both difficult and interesting.
9. He is a great general and a splendid soldier.
10. Notebooks with blue covers or with red covers will 

be satisfactory.
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B. THB INTERJECTION - a word that expresses strong or 
sudden feeling.
An Interjection Is not grammatically a part of the 
sentence; such words are Just thrown In to express 
feeling. An Interjection is sometimes followed by 
a comma and sometimes by an exclamation mark. If 

, a noun, an interjection may be classified as a noun 
Independent by exclamation. Almost any part of 
speech may be used as an Interjection.
Examples: The interjections .are■underlined.

- • • - ' ; -v .. a . /1%-
1. Help* I'm falling. :,
2. .̂ Sheet We're going too fast already.
3. Heavens. the entire house will burnt 
4/ Oucht That needle hurts!
5. M a s t Our record has been broken.
6. Oh dear, now what can we do?
7. Listen! It le the danger signal!
8. LOl The winter le past.
9v. Shew! We had a hard game.
10. Pshaw, we aren't late after all.

Diagrams: The interjection is placed above the
clause line as it is not grammatically 
a part of the sentence.

1. Help
I | *m falling

2. Whee
We re koB1

.already

3. Heavens
hpuse. | will.burn.
G blItire.
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4. Ouah
needle i hurts 
~ 7tTm^ I

5. ' 4lag .
record | has been broke* 

| Our t

6, Oh dear
. iw _ . eao do ,.„î ha.̂

J j how

7.
it I la \ elwial
= = t [the-

danger

JiO.
winter | i/L-X past
' ] The" "

Whew
We i had 1 ecame

JBshaw__
_w.e_l__mre \ late—  i--- n't

after | all

Leeeon 2 a. Diagram the following sentences
Draw all lines with a ruler. 1 2 * 4 5 6

1. Oh, I'm tired already.
2. Oh boy, how am I doing?
5. Goodness, I’ll never he there in time.
4. Oh, my1 Plnnochlo has run away again.
5. Boysl Does your mother know of this?
6. Heavens 1 What shall I do now?
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?. There, there; don’t cry.
8. Geei What do you take me for?
9. Huhi You can’t fool me twice.

10. My, ^y: I am certainly surprised.
Lesson 2 b. ... . , ,.
. 1. Oh, you.are eurely older.

2.1 Well: I must say.
3. whyI I never heard of such a thing.
4. Hush: Don’t wake the baby.-
5. what'. I should gay noti
6. Ah, it is too late now.

. 7. Help'. The house in on fire.
8. Hurrah’. - We have won .the game. .
9. Hello: Is that you, jJack?
10* Behold: Ernest is like the Great Stone Face
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IX. SUBORDINATE CLAUSES
The Pentences rtudled po far have been simple or compound.
. A simple sentence ie a sentence containing but one 

clause. A simple sentence may have two or more sub

jects ; it may have two or more verbs; It might 

even have both a compound subject and a compound pred

icate; but a simple sentence is but one Independent 

clause.

Examples:

1. The car approached slowly.
2. "he passenger car and the truck almost met.
3. he chauffeur heard the horn and applied the 

brakes.
4. hen he released the brakes gradually.
5» Come here? immediately.

Diagrams:
1.

Lelowlj-

2.

3.

gar
,passenger g 

truck
n $ g e

jael̂
almost

heard 1

^applied

horn.
M g .

_J brak&6_,
! the

4.

5.

=ufi-4 released , brakes 
(gradually . i the 
1 n w - s

(You) | Come
here, 
immediately
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A Compound sentence is a sentence containing two or 
more principal claueee.
Examples:

1. I looked around, and the car approached slowly.
2. He got safely around the curve, and then he 

released the brakes gradually.
3. The bus had already gone, and she was too late 

for the train, too.
4. Come here immediately; I must talk to you.
5. Our maid is slow, but she is pleasant with the 

children.
Notice the punctuation of a compound sentence. The 
Independent clauses are connected by a co-ordinating
conjunction and separated by a comma. Or, if the 
conjunction is.omitted, ; ace®mlcolon separates the 
clauses.
Diagrams:

1. I
o

looked 
I around"

car approached
EftllEX

2.

3.

around ,curve

released, i brakes

as \ late
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4. (you) | eome
| here

Immediately
I | must talk 

» ■ 1 to i y du"

5. taa ld___L JL B__\_sl pjl, . •
t TOur 1 
3

she [ i s  \ pleasant •
Hwith i children 

Ithe
A complex sentence is made up of an indegmndent clause 
and one or more dependent clauses. An Independent 
clause is, grammatically, a complete sentence; a de
pendent clause is used as a part of speech. There 
are three kinds of dependent clauses: adjective clauses, 
adverbial clauses, and noun clauses. An adjective 
clause modifies a noun or pronoun; an adverbial clause 
modifies a verb, adjective, or another adverb; a 
noun clause may be the subject of the verb, a subjec
tive complement, the object of the verb, the object 
of a preposition, or almost any other noun construc
tion.
A. The Adjective clause

Examples: The adjective clauses are under
lined.

. 1-1. Any man who enters here is in danger.
2. People who live In glass houses should never 

throw stones.
3. They told me a story that surprised me.
4. Have you heard about the man who fell through 

the ice?
->• All the relatives who live in Arizona will 

come to the reunion.
6. My uncle, who Is a painter, paints his own 

house often.
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7. The dog which L found has been called for.
8. All flowers that grow In Arizona do not grow 

well elsewhere.
9. Boye who play ball are usually good sports.

10. This Is the man who was asking for you.
Notice that each of the adjective clauses contains 
a relative pronoun. This relative pronoun has two 
duties; It refers to that noun in the independent 
clause which is modified by the adjective clause, 
and it has a definite construction in its own 
clause. In a diagram the line connecting an adjec 
tlve clause with the main clause Is always drawn 
from the noun modified to the relative pronoun. 
(The relative pronoun is understood in some sen
tences , but must be supplied in a diagram. ) 

Diagrams:

1 - ,-Any* I In I danger
-ShO— J—

* I here

2. People i shouId throw i stones 
' " Tnever

UliL.iJip.useB__
Usl/lEiL

3. M m told I

_that | surprised

have heard

fell
liiLrou^U _ ©ar¥C_
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5. r ialIveB I v.ill come „
La U _  1 U p 1 reuni on__ 
U the. Uhe __
t_lho 1 live ̂

I In i Arizona

6. uncle j palnte i houce _1 L * * ?  e ;:
who 18 \ painter

uaj "

7. dog _been called
l T hai

I j found 4 which.

8. flowerg

that

do £row _
jaot :
elsewhere JEell _

&row___
[In i Arizona

9, .Boy 6 . are \ rte--1. - =̂r--
iPuajUj.__

LgooS „
lue

I play J t>all_

10. JEhle I is X  man ̂
i lhe_

who I wae asking
! for 7 you

Leeron 1 a. Diagram the following sentences. The
adjective clauses are underlined. Head 
each sentence at least twice: once with
out the adjective clause and then with It. 1 2 3

1. A parrot that talks Is valuable.
2. The boy who wrote that letter seems happy.
3. The girl who Is smlling is my sister.
4 e The question which you asked is difficult.



5.6.
7.8.
9.10.

Leeeon 1 b. * : ,-■ - - . v;
1. A poet who really writes well is not common.
2 . I do not know the person who spoke.
3. We were delighted with the poems you recommended. 

(The relative pronoun which must be supplied in 
the diagram. )

4. Polo was the first great traveler who wrote about 
his travels.

5 .  -'ThlGiis the house that Jack built.
6 . The book that lies on the table is the one I  want. 

(Two adjective clauses. The relative pronoun 
which or that must be supplied in the second 
adjective clause.)

7. My mother, who is president of the club, attends 
every meeting.

8 . The one that 1 wanted has been sold already.
(The adjective clause Is I wanted that; that is 
the relative pronoun.)

9. The people who live across the street are away now.
1 0 . I dropped the clock that stood on the table.

The man who went with us showed us the way.
The story that delighted us most was Plnnochio. 
My brother is the pitcher who won the game.
He has a book which belongs to me.
I liked the one that was newest.
We should do that which is best.

In the following sentences the relative pronoun is the 
object of a preposition.
Examples:

1. The man of whom I  was speaking has come in.
2. This is the person for whom you were looking.

1 3. The boy to whom I wrote has answered my letter. •
4. The particular book on which she reported has beenread often. - - - —  —  —  .
5. This paper, for which I paid a high price, is 

not any better.
Diagrams:

.1 . — .man___ Lhas__co.!ne__
" FThe"* Tin
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2. This i 1b V person- -.-~r~ — = —

you | were Looking.
the

•
1 1 for i whom

3 . V boy |has answered i letter

I 1 wrote
~Th©t L_my__

- ) I to , whom

4, book__, has been reafl
~TThe ' ' •' 1 often

mrtleul&r •

5. psper belter
"TThls '"l not' I any

I I paid | price v
i p  k & -high

for| which

Lesson 1 c. Diagram the following sentences.
1. The person for whom I waited has come.
2. The police have found no trace of the bag which
•. she lost. ;
3. The young man who came with them is lame.
4. Every Jar of honey I looked at (which) was clear.
5. That news Item of which !_ spoke Is Important.
6 . A stone post that has stood there for years has 

been knocked down.
7. Those flowers are the ones that please me most.
8 . Frank, whose smile Is contagious, site here.
9. The young lady who greeted you le my cousin.

10. Ploacho Peak, on which beacons have been placed.
. Is not dangerous now.

Lesson I d .
1. He wants a new radio outfit which will receive 

from a larger area.
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2« The old alrdale dog which had grown up with John 
was hie constant companion.

3. The can who has a university education le often a 
leader in bualnees.

4. A man whose education is more complete le often a 
success In life.

5. The town In which I have been visiting Is my old 
home.

6 . The boy who spoke last stands straight.
7. Legends that have been passed down from father to 

son constitute folklore.
6 . He carried the beautiful old flag that had belonged 

to his father.
9. The tale that he told frightened the younger chil

dren.
1 0 , What are you doing about the ball that was lost? 

Some adjective clauses are Introduced by a relative adverb 
instead of a relative pronoun. A relative adverb In equal 
to a preposition and a relative pronoun. The clause al
ways modifies the antecedent of the relative word. The 
relative word always has a construction within the clause 
it introduces.
Examples:

1. The day when (on which) you will be graduated le 
not far off.

2 . The place where jin which).youvhave-bceh: visiting 
is ay old home.

3. This spot where the violet# usually blossom first
will be Ideal. :

4. That year when I was ill le Just a bad memory.
5. This is tho place where wo had the picnic.

Diagrams:  ̂ v .
1

not
off
I far

wll!_bo_ graduated
I when Ion which)
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place I le x home_
The ' myold

vou | have been visiting
where (in which).

3.

violets
[the

spot I will be \ Ideal 
I T h l V

bloom
first
usually
where

j efe r

was \ 111
[when l In wTilch )

5. J I M e  le y \  place
J  the

JSfiL I had 1 olcnic
* where (In which)

_
Lesson 1 e. Diagram the following sentences.

1. The garden where those flowers grow Is very beau
tiful.

2. I remember the morning Tfhen you came here.
3 * Have you seen the place where the airplane fell?
4. Can you remember a time when work was plentiful?

Stand on the spot where the coach has made a cross.
Lesson If. A general review of adjective clauses.

Diagram these sentences with considerable 
care. Decide what noun or pronoun Is mod
ified by the adjective clause. Examine 
the relative pronoun or relative adverb.
What construction has it In Its own clause? 1 2 3

1 . The tall hedge which grew along the fence has 
been trimmed.

2. This house Is the one where they had a fire.
3 . I have sent that small package to the friend 

who lives In Detroit.
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4. The house that I meant hao burned down.
5. The Ohio River, which 1b quite large, flows into 

the MlBslseippl.
6 . Mr. Brown, who has bought this new house, will 

move in soon.
7. The picture about which I have written to you 

has been sold.
8 . If® will play a game with any team that has boys 

who are «ot too big. (Two adjective clauses. The 
second one modifies a noun in the first adjective 
clause . )

9. The lady whose puree I found thanked me.
10. This is the speaker whom I have quoted.

Lesson 1 g.
The relative adverbs used in adjective clauses are
when and where. Make a list of the relative pronoun®
used to Join adjective clauses to the nouns modified.

B. The Adverbial Clause - the dependent clause that
' ■ -

modifies like an adverb. An adverbial clause may
- '■ !  : '' /  -modify a verb, an adjective, or an adverb. Words 

which Join adverbial clauses to the verb, adjective, 
or adverb which they modify are called subordinating 
conjunctions. Commonly used subordinating conjunc
tions are: after, although, as. gs If. because.
before, if. since, so that, than, that, though, till, 
unless, until, when, whenever. where. wherever, 
whether, and while.
Examples: The adverbial clauses are underlined.

1. Mary laughed when John dropped his book.
2. They played until it grew dark.
3. He nlaved well because he was enJoying it.
4. They hurried hs it looked like rain.
5 . Our team was not discouraged although we did 

not win.
6 . The picture was taken as he went on the stage.
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7.8. 
9.10.

Diagrams: Notice that the line connecting the ad-
verbial clause with the Independent clause is drawn from the word modified by the clause, ihat line is broken for the In
sertion of the subordinating conjunction.

1. Mar? i laughedl l
when
llohn i dropped i book

1 1 his

2.. They i slaved ^
until
lit | grew \ dark

3. He I played 
1 LsOT.
because

1 he l was enjoying I it

4. They j hurried- - j ' l . -
■ ■ ■ : as

James moved away after school closed.
Unless help comes soon, the city must fall. nhlle you were talking. I went to the store. when the new term begins. the weather will be cool.

like | rain

team | was d!Lflcfluraged_| Our 1
al :hough

| we | did win
not
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was taken _

on i stage

7. James .moved _ . .
■- 2 -;

.school i closed

■.. ■

8 . - cltv [ must fall
LShe I |

unless
1 help r oomes

\ \ moon

9.

10. leather i will he \  qool 
Ifh® ■ 1 :

-■ 7 “
|term i begins 
": | xne ( '

;: ' - - new 1 : .
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Diagram the following sentences. Draw 
all lines with a ruler. Plan your; dia
gram carefully. Remember that the line 
connecting the two clauses is drawn from 
the word-modified; remember that the 
line muet:be broken. s onthat the subor
dinating conjunction may be inserted.

1 . frank answered courteously as the teacher ques
tioned him. ' ;

2 . ahe gated out the window while she was thinking.
3. Mary felt lonely when Jane left the valley.
4. He,stayed outside until the fire was out.
5. When they saw land, they wept for Joy.
6 . He threw the switch as the train approached.
7 . father agreed because he Is a generous man.
8 . We arrived before you did. :;
9. Since you know all about It, you may tell it.

10. He ran out when he could.
Lesson 2 b. •

Look over the diagrams you have Just made, all the 
adverbial clauses modify the verb of the Independent 
clause. Be sure -that you have drawn the vertical line 
from the verb to the dependent clause, borne of the 
adverbial clauses In this next set of sentences modify 

an adjective or an adverb. Decide exactly what word is 
modified before you begin each diagram.
1. You are taller than he is.. I than he lei modifies the 

adjective taller.)
2 . I am older than you tare).
3. He came so that he might see you, (the connective 

is sp-Ahat).
4 .  'rthe ̂ eg .came promptly When John whistled.
5. the dog came more promptly than £  expected, ifhe 

than clause modifies the adverb more.)
6 . He Is as tall m  1 . ~
7 . 1 am more tired than I can say.
8 . I shall be ready as soon as yop rire.
9. He spends more money than he should.

10. She Jumped so quickly that a chair was overturned.

Lesson 2 a.
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flow compare the diagrams you have just made with those 
given below, ho not ohrreet your diagrams until you under 
stand the reason.

1. You | are \ taller
"' ' -V": : r them ' ■ . . ' : .

1 he i Is

2. I | am \ older
Ithan

(are)

3. Lae_
so that

__h@__[flight.

4.
-promptly__

when
■John I whistled

5.

6.

mm \ (tall)
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:■ than
1 he- I should

10. She
quickly

that
chair i was overturned

Lesson 2 c. Diagram the following sentences.
v 1 . I trust you more than I trust him.
2 . I will go where you say.
3. Donald dug as fast as he could.
4. I like spelling much better than II like) arith

metic. \ . v- n ;. : ..V
b. bhe ..arrived sooner .than we expected. i
6 . The children are so tired that they are going to 

bed early. (The adverbial clause modifies the ad
verb so. )

7. I came in so that I might study, (so that is the
conjunction.) ,  -

8 . The waves were so high that we could not swim.
Ithat la the conjunction. )

9. a s we have only nine girls on our team, we can't 
play softball.

10. Our catcher is a better player than 1 am.
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Lesson 2 d. - -
1. He talks more rapidly than the average man.
2 . I anawer promptly when I am called. :
3 . the man whistled as he walked along.4. After you have gene, I'll do my homework.
5. The doctor ha® come again although he was not sent 

' . f o r . , :
6 . The tramp looked as if he had been out In the rain.
7. Because you have not done your work, you will be 

punished.
8 . The circus parade was over before 1 got there.
9. Since you are so smart, do that problem.

1 0 . 1 111 light the rire now so that the cot lee will be 
done In time.

Lesson 2 e. There are both adjective and adverbial
clauses In this set of sentences, study 
each sentence carefully. Perhaps It would 
be well to draw a straight line under each 
adjective clause and a wavy line under 
each adverbial clause before you begin to 
diagram. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1. I'll be here while you are away.
2. Although Koblnson orusoe had given up hope, he was 

finally rescued.
3. The tall man who rang ©ur bell was a peddler.
4. we are never so unhappy as we suppose.
5. Those who are cost unhappy usually weep least.
6 . As we entered the city, we met the parade.
7. This old town In which we were born Is interesting,
8 . Mr. Hamilton, the man who Is walking across the 

street. Is the principal.
9. After the ball was over, OiAderella hurried out.

10. Until you are sure, do not speak about It.
Lesson 2 f. ■ y- ' :

1 . blnce that Is true, you should have been more careful.
2. If you had been more careful, the result would have

been different. - ;
3. Men who are exceptionally quiet make the beet avia

tors. ' ' - - : ;
4. The position for which you applied had been filled 

before you came. VQne adjective clause and one ad
verbial clause.)

5 . Mother has been so ill that I am worried.
6 . uld you read about the addldent that happened on 

main Street?
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7. It happened beeauee one of tne drlvoro lacked 
experience.

8 . We lost the game although we played rather well.
9. When the score wae tied, everyone stood up.

1 0 . Althwgh I do not play, I always go with the team.

C. NOUN CLAUSES - claueea that are used like nouns.
Juet ae an adjective clause does the work of an adjec
tive and an adverbial clauee does the work of an ad-

' "--V /. :verb, b o a noun clause rdpea: the work of a ncMn. A ; 
noun clause may he the subject of a verb, a predicate 
noun, the object of a verb, the object of a prepoei- 
tion, or in apposition with ♦voeuni

A noun clause may be introduced by an indirect 
interrogative word or by a double relative; such words 
always:have a construction within the clauses they in
troduce. A noun clause may be introduced by the intro
ductory words that or whether; these introductory words 
do not have a construction within the clause they In-
a • -m . - • .•» • - ... - - - . — * • • -treduce.
Examples: Each noun clause is underlined.

1. What the coach said was good advice. (A noun 
clause used as the subject of the sentence.)

2. I wondered what the coach would say. (A noun 
clause used as the object of the verb.).

3. What he said was that:he wanted fair play. (Two
noun clauses: A* the subject of the sentence, and
B. a predicate noun. ) -

4* fhe ldtft that someone might not be fair had not 
occurred to m e . ( A  noun clause In apposition.)

5. As we walked along, I wondered about what the
coach had said.' (A noun clause used as the object 
:of a preposition.)
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Diagrams:

1 . coach i said 1 What 
-Tfhe

i-
was V advice

IsoodT

2. coach r would say j what 
IThe 1

I | wondered 1

3. hat
He , said | what  ̂ _he , wanted _]falrulay

^ I was ‘|V '

A. that
someone i might be \ fair.T i noth -idea

~TOre~ had occurred [not 
hto i me

5. I 1 wondered
coach i had said i what

.about 
as
> -e ...valK^d __

along

It he

Lesson 3 a. Diagram the following sentences. Draw
all lines with a tuler, Think your dia
gram through first so as to space It as 
well as possible. The noun clauses are 
underlined,

1 , I don't know what the answer le,
2 " hhat has ha opened should be a lesson to you,
3. The story that I told is about what happened on 

the western front.
A. I knew where mother had put the key.



‘•5. Do you know where Cyprus Is? - •
6 . Donald wishes he could ftp with you,
7. Do you think that the radio Is more valuable 

than the telephone? (Notice the adverbial.clause
- than the telephone. It is really a part of the 

noun clause as it modifier the adverb more in the 
- . noun clause. y --.v.- : V - ,  .
8 . In that dreadful storm I couldn’t see where I was
, going, : ; \ 'y.-v • '• v y  ; y  :

9. My belief is that you will win easily.
10. Don’t you realize that winter has come?

(In sentences #7* 9, and 1 0  the Introductory word 
that has no construction within the noun clause.)

Lesson 3 b .
1 . I believe that anyone would agree with me.
2. My little brother never knows where his toys are.
3. That the winners are sent to Chicago 1era fact.
4. James said that his grandfather was a great man.
5. I fear that the building will burn.
6 . Did you inquire how often the paper Is published?
7. How often the paper is published .is the question,
8 . The question is how often is the paper published.
9. The: question . how often the paper is published. Is 

often asked.
1 0 . I asked about how often the paper Is published. - 

Lesson 3 c .
1. Father told me that this house is for rent.
2. That, John Alden was a gentleman is a fact.
3. We are hoping that our candidate will be elected.
4. Mother thinks that we should take an active part In

this affair. . - ...
5. Have you heard what I am*planning?
6 . Father tele$tiioned that he w u l d  not be here early.
7. Do you always.know what you are talking about?
8 . The happy secret is that we are going to Europe this

summer. . .■.j -. :: . ' .
9. Telegraph ay father that I'll be there In the morn- 

- Ing. .. / ■ Ayr-: y, , ' v. : - \ ,
10. "What shall I wear?** asked Jane. :

Lesson 3 d. Watch carefully for adjective, adverbial,
and noun clauses in these sentences. 1 2 3

1. They also serve who only stand and wait.
2. The state knows I have done them great service.
3. - k Tell; mer-what yl: ;#ayc:#o.,
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4. Was HobinRon Crusoe discouraged when no @hlp ap
peared?

5. Plnnochlo went tti the island where lazy boys became 
donkeys.

6 . Plnnochlo realized that he should have gone to
' ■' school. . -

7. Poor Cepetto, who had made Plnnochlo, loved him 
dearly.:

8 . As he was lonesome, he searched and searched for the 
lost marionette.

9. Are you ready for whatever happen®?
1 0 . I listened to the radio when I should-have been 

studying.
Lesson 3 @.

1. He will go although he knows he should not.
2. James,said ho would go if he wore asked.
3. Then the policeman shouted, "What is the matter?"
4. The gentleman did not know whether he could cos®.
5. He had already promised me that he would go.
6 . Tell me what the question is.
7. You may give it to whomever you see.
8 . . "Have you studied?" asked the teacher when the 

■ bell rang.
9. I told her that I had not studied as much as I 

should. .
10. "Who is Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf?" was a popu

lar song.
Lesson 3 f.

- ' ' ' 1 ■ ' >  ' ■1. We waited as we wondered what the Indian would do.
2. The reason Is that Mother belongs to two clubs al

ready.
3. That Carl will win is a foregone conclusion.
4. "You are talking too much," whispered Dad.
5 . I suppose you are the person I am looking for.
6 . The traveler asked which room he had.
7. 'Isha 11 we look for it now?" asked Jan®.
8 . The pennant that goes to the winner is what we are 

' after.' .
9. I wish I had a new hat for tester.
10. Mother says It Is too early for spring hats.
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X. OLAgSIFICATIOS'OF SENTENCES
Bentenoen are claprifled in two ways: •ecerdlng t© USE.
(meaning and purpose), and according to FORM.

A. Use
. .  - -  ' ' - f .  - . .  '1. A declarative sentence states a fact or makes

an assertion. It always ends with a period. 
Exa»pl@: I have not been absent this year.

2. An interrogative sentence asks a question.
It always ends, with a question mark.
Example: Have you been absent this year?

. ' ' ' . . / ' : • ' : ' -
3. An imperative sentence gives a command or en

treaty. It always ends with a period.
... Example. Coma when I call you.
4. An exclamatory sentence expresses strong feel

ing or emotion. It ends with an exclamation 
mark. , -
Example: Am I glad to be homo!

B. Form (This It? really a review Icpcon. )
1. A simple senterne® contain# one principal clauee.

Example: Boys are usually good ball players.
2. A complex sentence contains one principal

clause and one or bore dependent clause*. 
Example: Boys are usually good ball players
if they practice enough.

3. A compound sentence contains two or more prin
cipal clauses.
Example: Boys are usually good ball players»
but girls play well also nowadays.

Lesson l a .  Classify the fo11owing sentences aoeord- 
: tng to *##. ' .. ■ . " ■ . 1 2 3 4 5

1. Have you ever read a detective story?
2. Do you like that kind of story?
3. Mother has been reading a wonderful story to ue.
4. It was about Tartan.
5 . How excited wo were!
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6 . Now we osii'see Tarzan In the movies. ::
7. Mother, will you take us to the Tarzan a h w t
8 . 1 want to gol ' : ' l r  \
9. Get ready at once. - . > V ■. -'; « --::

10. Hurrah! We*re going* - J - '
LeesonLl.-b#' •.vlr.’.r: :■

" - V- •; .* : r'.'.
Learn the deflnttloaa of senteoBee classified ac
cording to use. (See page 79.) - * ;
Write five examples of each of the four kinds of 
sentence#, being sure to punctuate them ©©rreetly.

Lesson 2 a.
Classify the following sentences according to form. 
U-stjn.r dr- ruler, draw one line under each dependent 
(subordinate) ©laueey A subordinate clause makes■ 
a statement but is used as a part of speech.
1 . " we have two new rugs. - ; :v '.Vm
2. One of them came from India.
3. The one that came from India is blue. v \
4. Both rugs are pretty, t u t x like the blue one
. : best.. ; ; .. ■ ;
•b. . When 1 am tired, x lie down on. the - blue rug.
6 . Mother often scolds me about that; she wants me .

to play outside. ... = r »: ■ -
7. Father likes the blue rug, teo; but mother pre*

fers the light one. -c-- ̂ : .. : : -  x :. - .
8 . uo all boys like blue beet?
9* when I grow up I shall wear blue ties every day. 
10. . Perhaps I shall have a dozen blue ties. •

Lesson 2; b. I. : :L \r„ ■
Learn the definitions of sentences classified accord
ing to form. (See page 79.)
Write five simple sentences, five complex sentences, 
and five compound sentences.

Notice that the two parts of a compound 
sentence are Joined by a conjunction land, but, 
for, or, neither, nor) and that there is a comma 
before the conjunction; or, if the conjunction is 
left out, a semicolon separates the two clauses.
I Bee sentence ff6 above. )
Notice that a comma Is used to set off a dependent 
clause which precedes a main clause.
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Notice also that commas are used to set off non- 
reetrlotive clauses, a non-restrictive clause is 
one that in no way limits the sense of the sen
tence; that is. If the clause were left out, the 
sense of the sentence would remain the same.Example of non-restriotIve clause: Eleanor. who
received the most votes, is now our class secretary. Example of restrictive clause: The girl who re*-
celved the most votes is now our class secretary.
In the second-sentence the clause restricts the 
meaning of the word girl to a certain girl. In 
the first sentence the girl is already named so 
that the clause is quite unnecessary and therfore 
non-restriotive.

Lesson 3 a. . v
Keview if necessary; then recite or write the 
seven definitions you have learned.

Lesson 3 b. Classify the following sentences
both as to use and as to form. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1. fine feathers make fine birds. (Simple, declar
ative. )

2 . Sir, where are you going now?
3. Conrad went to sea when he was very young.
4. I would like to go to sea, but I am too young.
5. If I went to sea, I should learn radio work.
6 . Are you interested in radio?
7. A radio man must be especially good in mathe

matics.
8. Arithmetic is easy for me, but I can’t spell.
9. Spelling is not Important if you don't want to 

write letters.
1 0 . I like to get letters; so I should like to write 

them.
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XI. TWO m m  COHijTHOCTIONa for (iRADK ?A. /
A. ADVERBIAL NOUN - a noun that la uaed as an advert). 

an adverbial noun (a neun used as an adverb) remains

you are not sure whether a*word is an adverbial noun 
- or rjust- an advel*bir apply this tost: try to insert an
adjective; if you ©an, the word la an adverbial noun 
If not, the-word Is an adverb. ;

2 , rather had tire trouble when he had gone five
' ’ - miles. : ;
3. That man is tall; he is five feet eleven inches.
4. She went out ten minutes ago.
5, The accident happened the day before yesterday.

Diagrams: Notice that the adverbial nouns are

# noun in that it may take adjective modifiers, if

Examples Each adverbial noun is underlined.
1 . £ hesitated an instant.

labeled
1 . I i hesitated

1 instant" Eadv. nj
im .

2 Father had i trouble
when

1 miles (adv. n j
I five

is \ tall

Inches (adv.nj
eleven

f
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4. = g M = 4

minutee &dr.aj 
I ten

5. Ldaj_T §dr.n5
before iyesterday

Leeson- l a. Diagram the following sentences.
, Draw all lines with a ruler. Label all

adverbial nouns. Each adverbial noun 
is underlined. . .

1. The boys went home early. (Home is not an ad
verbial noun as it could not be modified by an 
adjective in this sentence.) .

2. One hlfdit a burglar entered my home.
3. X was promoted last semester.
4. .we shall move away next fall.
5. d o you think that you can jump the.fence this
• ' time? - ; '' ; ' ' . . '

6 . Next spring we shall plant turnips.
7. Each summer the weather seems warmer. -
8 . where did your parents go last year?
9. It will be cool any day now.

1 0 . Those hunters are hoping for a deer this season.
Lesson 1 b. . r ; •

1 . we beat you that time.
2 . i entered this school one year ago. (Year mod

ifies the adverb ago. )
3. we do not have snow every winter,
4. The players waited a minute; then they went out.
5. My son wanted a bicycle last year; .
6 . Don't com® home too early. '
7. One evening some friends played two games with me.
8 . The man in charge lights the field each night.
9. tie lights the field at night. . -

1 0 . what were you doing this time? . .
Lesson 1 c.

1. Mother has been here an hour. •
2. My son, do your work well each day.
3. We have lived several summers on the coast•
4. who came first today?
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5 . Who ha® worked an hour already?
6 . Mr. Hale told ue the story the next morning.
7 . The poor fellow was late morning, noon, and night.
8 . This noon we had already finished our lunch at 

12:30. T -
9. The horse® ran this way.

10. Shall you he at home thl® week?

B. VERBALS
1. PARTICIPLES '

A participle modifies a noun or a pronoun, in this 
it ie like an adjective, a participle may take an 
object, a predicate noun or a predicate adjective, 
or an adverbial modifier, in this it ie like a 
verb. But it la not a verb and Lt cannot modify a 
verb. A participle always modifies the noun which 
would be ite subject if it were a verb.
Examples: The participles are underlined.

1. Singing sweetly, the birds hat on the sill.
2. The hoy walked along, reading his poem.
3. Hearing a noise, the boy thought it was a wolf.
4. Having applied in person, John hoped he would 

get the Job.
5. The children saw an odd bird hopping in the 

yard. : ■.
6 . The arrow, shot from a large bow, went high.
7. Having heard the news, they expected trouble.
8 . a word spoken in Jest often causes trouble.
9. Being sullen, John would not answer.
1 0 . ne saw them coming down the street.

Diagrams: Participles are Indicated in a dia
gram by a dotted line.

i. _bi:rde , sat
The 1 Jon i Bill

jthe
-glnslASsweetly



2. bov i walked 
The ' lalonp;
reeding [ poem 

ihle

3. | was \ wolf

!i"he
thou^dit I

hearing inoise 
a

4. + would get l Jo

John i hoped
ljiaylng_aj)pUed

I la i person

b» children | saw | b3Lrd
1 The t an

• ■1 - ■ odd
. ' ' . V

' . ' I:' ,
Lhef f l

6 . arrow 1 went
The. 1 Ihigh
jghot_' ' '- / L from i bow

1th®

a
large

7 . ■ they [ ejcnected I trouble
Jiaylng heard 1 news
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8 . word | nausea I trouble 
■ft * [often
L@J29k&Q__
■ T i n  i lest

9. John
H r

would, answer

10.

I J ;7T̂  l not
beln^XlMllefi.

We i ; bhw i then
U % # n g _

down | street

Lesson 1 a. Uiagra® the following sentences. Draw
all lines with a ruler. Each participle 
Is underlined. . :

1. Printed news is still important.
2. Automobiles owned by the state are not taxed.
3 . an actor dressed like a priest appeared.
4. United we stand; divided we fall.
5. Having finished him leeson, the boy went home.
6 . He eat there for a:long time, grinning cheerfully.
7 . %e saw the train leaving the station.
8 . All trains coming from the nortn were delayed.
9. I found the money lying on the floor.

10. A travel talk. .Illustrated with Pictures, would 
interest your audience.

Leeeonl b. "
1 . foresters go to rural schools, giving talks and 

shows about trees.
2 . I stood by the window looking at the trees cov

ered with enow.
3. Icicles hanging from the roof sparkled in the 

sun.
4. The child sitting near you is from Chicago.
5. The entire group stood looking about them.
6 . Playing with an old box, the puppy was entertain

ing himself.
7. Having dined early, we were in time for the first 

show.
8 . The oil leaking out of the car made a big grease

spot. •
9. The desk, scratched and marred, was set aside 

for repairs.
10. Bitting in a circle, we played Chinese checkers.
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LeBBOn 1 0 . ' ■- - : ' • : '
1 . Having wished for nice weather, we were dis

gusted.
2. Planning -on an early start, we packed everything 

the night before.
3# He stood staring at the stranger. :
4. No one likes broken erayolas, but broken paa-

telles are quite satisfactory. :
5. Sharpened pencels are scarce after an examina-
- - ■ tion. ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 v ■ . . ’ ; . •'
6 . .A picture of Queen Elizabeth,dressed in regal

robes, looks odd now. J -
7. A lamp, burning low, stood near the window.
8 * Strained fruit Juice tastes good at breakfaet.
9. The Juice, squeezed from Arizona oranges and 

carefully strained, wae ready for me.
10. No child likes a torn book.

Lesson I d .  (There are no participles In some
©f. these sentences.) : - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1. The moon shining In bothered me.
2. The way into my parlor Is up a winding stair,
3. That bunch of autumn leaves would make a good 

drawing lesson.
4. This story was written by a classmate.
5. Some gasoline statlme owned and operated by an

Individual serve you well. r '
6 . The window, broken Into bits, has been replaced.
7. A torn flag should be mended or burned.
8 . Passing hie friends at the door, he walked In,
9. I know that he la honest.
10. The day being both cold and rainy kept us from 
. ■" the picnic. : : : '
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2. INFINITIVE 7 a verbal which Is always used as a noun. 
The Infinitive Is found In most of the constructions 
of the noun; 1 . as subject of a verb, 2 . as object 
of a verb, 3. as a predicate noun, 4. as a predicate 
adjective, and 5. as an appoeltlve. Like a verb, an 
Infinitive may take an (assumed) subject, an object 
(direct or direct and Indirect), a predicate adjective 
or predicate noun, or it may be modified by an ad* 
verb. The assumed subject of an infinitive Is al* 
ways in the objective ease. The.infinitive is not 
a verb, and It Is never a part of the verb.
Examples: Each infinitive Is underlined.- .

S?l. what do you want to do about it.^2. I wanted to go.
3. To plan a summer vacation Is fun.
4. ne hope Ĵ o receive %n early reply.
5 . I started to take my work out under the trees.
6 . lohabod wanted nothing but to 3 0  home,
7 . I determined to pass the night there#
8 . He likes t_o eat bread and butter when he is 

hungry.
9. He says Just what most people would like to say.

10. That Is a characteristic he likes to display. .
Diagrams:’ The Infinitive Inna diagram is indl*

’ cated by a broken dotted line.

1 . _.to do | what
-rabJutTTt

You | do want 1

2 . --£P_69.I 1 wanted

3.
we j hope I

—to receive I reply
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4. -X®. Plan l_vacatipn
mummer ■■

I Is \ fun -

5.

I | started 1

-.to take| work,
| out I my 
I under ,tree

L i

6.
butj (home

7.

I 1 determined I

..tojpass_ |_night._ 
| I the
U[there

9.

1 0 .

people'> would like
-,t©_Bay_ I what

save
T3uit • _ ,

That | la \ characteristic 
I la 7: "

he I likes
_.tp_dliplaj_ \ which

Lesson 2 a .  Diagram the following sentences.
The Infinitives are underlined.

1. To do that would require courage.
2. Mr. Jones intended to see him yesterday,
3. To salute the flag each morning is our duty.
4. His mother knows that he would like _to go.
5. His duty is to behave well.
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5. Hie duty le to behave well. . ^
6 . Who knows how to steer a boat?
7 . I started to run, but. the big hound ran faster,
8 . Our friends hoped to come again, but they never did,
9. We didn’t knew what to do.

1 0 . I do not know him, nor do I wish to know him.
Lesson 2 b .

We have not yet begun to fight.
To work Is to succeed. (Two InfInitlwes.)
The beet way- Is Juo go slowly and carefully.
We wamt" to wait until '-hs eoeee.
John wishes to see you.
I meant to try It.
"Try to eoe ray side," begged the boy.
Please try It. (Try Is an infinitive, the object 
of the verb please. ) ' -
As the officers passed, the soldiers wished to sa
lute. , ■ " r ' ■'
The class may choose to hang the picture here. 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3, CtoRUHD - a  verbal which ends In lag, and which is used 
as a noun. A gerund may be used in any of the con
structions of the noun. Like a verb, a gerund may 
take an object, a predicate noun, or an adverbial 
modifier, but it is not a verb. - 
Examples: The gerunds are underlined.

1. Tramping over the hills is fun. (Gerund as the 
subject of a verb.)

2. The wind prevented their hearing the bell. (Gerund 
as object of a verb).

3 . Rest Is not quitting a busy career. (Gerund as a 
predicate noun.)

4. I dreamed of gathering peaches on an August af
ternoon. (Gerund.as object of a preposition.)

5. They enjoyed undertaking adventures at night.
6 . Running is good exercise. r, •
7. Finally we succeeded In setting the tent up.
8 . A severe stora prevented their reaching the top 

of the mountain.
9. Do you like Frank’s singing?

10. The boy’s reading was very distinct.

1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.8.
9.
10.
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Diagrams: A gerund le Indieated in a diagram "by
a broken dotted line*

1. -JlrasELing.loTeir t_hllls
I the | le x fun

2 . -.hearing.I bell _ 
I their Ithe

wind I prevented I 
Llhe I

3. --auitting K career

Hest l e i X
buey

1 not Z . ’.7 f O

4, I | dreamed
— 1— -_.gf the ring | peaches -
- ' * 1 on i afternoon .

an
' . ; . " - , " - '' AUgUSt

ofl

5 . unde r t a k ing l adventures
- 1 at I night

Thov | ®n.loved j

6 . ■.Running
~________ _ lie \ exercise

-/ I Z | Roba

7. VTe :U puoeeeded
finally *

-.setting Itent ■:- 
, Ithe

in 1
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8. -.reaches
1  their

[of i 1

otorm | prevented 1

mountain
" H M

severe

9. -.S-inEloPL
. -iPrenk1a

you | Do like I .

1 0 . — reading
l E Q . ”

iThe | was \  distinct 
. ■ . F ...  . I very

Lennon 3 a*. Diagram the following sentences. \ Dra*
all lines with a ruler. The gerunds 
are underlined.. : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1. Spiders are always very patient In weaving their
webs*--.. . . ' . v , ■ ’ ■ .

2. The unveiling of the statue took place at noon.
3. Henry’s saying what he did was an error.
4. Hie going will depend on hie father's consent.
5. Being a business can is a difficult job.
6 . well, I would wash my hands before eating if I 

were you.
7. He had thought of buying a new bicycle.
8 . Begin the day by saying."Good morning.N
9. Riding a bucking bronco is exciting.

10. Landing an airplane requires skill.
Lesson 3 b.

1. Does anyone know of our coming?
2. Collecting material for a notebook is one require

ment.
3. We regret losing our neighbors.
4. By climbing a ladder ho reached the roof.
5. You could learn by attending a trade school.
6 . Running a train on schedule Is not always easy.
7 . we would enjoy traveling by air.
8 . a meeting at each home has been arranged.
9. Borrowing from friendr is not a good policy.

10. After cutting the grass, 1 raked and swept.
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Lesson 3 c. In diagraming the following sentences,
look for the three kinds of verbals.

1 . ' I had decided:to be a doctor.
2. Preparing and serving a buffet luncheon is a 

pleasant task.
3. Having finished my work, I wanted to read a library 

book.
4. To guard the geese was John's duty.
5 . A story contest conducted by a university often 

results In splendid stories.
6 . a large vessel owned by England steamed into port.
7. Bringing pets to school is seldom allowed.
8 . Does a president ever think of running for a third

- ' ter*? . " ■ •
9. The running child slipped and fell.

1 0 . X wanted to run in that race.
Lesson 3 d.

1 . To keep appointments promptly is a hobby with me.
2; Keeping a budget carefully takes time.
3. a man, keeping hie hands in his pockets, sauntered 

by.
4. Learn to write simply. -
5. Budgeting requires the keeping of exact records.
6 . I prefer reading to writing.
7. we plan to go bn  a picnic.
8 . w® plan on going to the picnic.
9. Going to the picnic,we saw a large deer.

1 0 . beeing is believing.
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XII. FIVE NEW CONaTHOGTIONS FOR GRADE 8.
A. NOMINATIVE ABSOUJTE or ABSOUITE PHRASE - a group 

of words consisting of a noun lor Its equivalent) 
which has no other construction in the sentence and 
which is modified by a participle lor Its equivalent 
Absolute means not grammatically connected with the 
rest'.of the sentence. The phrase is logically, but 
not grammatically, adverbial. Properly used, it is 
an effective means of varying and condensing sentences. 
Examples: Each absolute phrase la underlined.

1. Hat in hand, the gentleman stood waiting.
2. The train rushed past us, its whistle shrsdklng.
3. The fog growing more dense, we could not go so

fast.
4. The man stood waiting, a bewildered expression

on his edntenanee.
5. The storm having broken, we fled to the hills.
6. all danger being over, the crowd felt relieved.
7. I have lost my job, thanks to you.
8. Varren lay at rest in the shade, his head prop- 

B®! 2B hie arm.
9. This done. they elected me.
10. suspicions having been aroused, I whispered 

to the policeman standing near.
Diagrams: An absolute phrase is placed above

the verb {or verbal) It seems most closely related to.
1 . ' _jkt_

U M l n j i L
I In i hand

gentleman) stood
1 the -1 •- ....
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2. whlntlft
-Llfi.
L f W A k l n S .

-train rushed
(past | us

3.

4.

5. it ora&
R y i jYlnE.^rpken_

Xl^dHIT I fa Ilia

6.

_erpwd
| the

(-being.lover
felt \_rellevgd

7. j # a k g _ _
UbeingL 

Lto | you 
have lost 1 - Job .
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8 *
% 3 R P # _  lont arm

jftaurgp_l— lay. . _,, 1 at i rest
In i shade

9. Xhig.
li'belnsl_done_

-they | elected

10. BURPlclOnS
-IjLhavin£_been aroused.

whispered

standing _ 
[near

Lesson 1 a. Diagram the following sentences.
Draw all lines with a ruler. The 
absolute phrases are underlined.
Place each absolute phrase above 
the verb. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1. He sat in the corner, his head bowed in grief.
2. The train having left, we started but to hunt 

for some other means of transportation.
3. No one being at home. Dunsay Case found Silas's 

money.
4. Spartan envoys set out for Athens, a truce hav

ing been arranged. “
5. Another being finished. I felt encouraged.
6 . Candle in hand, Peggoty waited in the doorway.
7. They stood there, face to face. (Face being 

to face.)
8 . The stamp having been lost, the letter has been 

returned to me.
9. Conditions being different. I would do differently. 

kO. The light being out, we sat there in the dark.
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Leeeon 1 b. ' . : : v.;V: ^ -
1. All thing# considered. I should do the same again.
2. „ The horses having been changed, me atarted out 
'- again. ■■ - " : -M; r \

3. I prefer to take my vacation In June, other thing# 
being equal.

4. The boy earn# Into court, one arm In a sling.■ • ■
5. All the children having been vaccinated, we felt

Safe. ' , .
6 . The man was hired, sight unseen. : *
7. The Hamlltons being our guests. we" could not leave.
8 . That being the case. I'll lust run along. *
9. John having broken his arm; we-sent him to the 

hospital.
10. The last ball being lost, we began to hunt in ear

nest. . I ' - =. ’v : 'r -
' • ‘ v-'-v": :' . ■

Lesson 1 c. . ' ̂  ' w. :..r .
1. The weather having changed, we decided not to go.
2. The.cattle passed en, their heads lowered in seem

ing despair.
3. My pen having no ink, I wrote the letter In pencil*
4. My time being entirely gone, I give up.
5. Thanksgiving being over, we are looking forward to

Christmas. ; .
6 . Peggy just stood there, amazement written on her

face. . . > . . V-. ' ' .V-r ' '
7. Everyone hurried to the corner, the fire department 

trucks having stopped there.
8 . The two magazines being somewhat alike, I hesitated 

about choosing.
9. Price being a consideration, I have finally decided

on this one. ! J  ;■
1 0 . That question being decided, I turned my attention 

to other things.

B. OBJECTIVE COMPLEMENT - a l s o  called a PREDICATE (BJEC- 
TIVE. rrI ■
Like a subjective comple^nt tpredicate ntnin), an ob
jective complement may be a noun or an adjective. If 
a noun, it means the same person or thing as the object; 
if an adjective, it modifies the object. In either 
case, it shows the result of the action of the verb on
the object.
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Examples:• Each objective complement is under
lined.

1. Uncle Sam made the hoys, very happy .
2. This done, they elected me president.
3. Washington proved himself a great leader in time
- ' ■ of ear. • - ■■ - ' ; • ' v ' ; % -
4. They have appointed Hr. Smith tempor&rv chairman.
5. He believed them capable of every crime.
6 . They thought themselves rlRht.
T. we thought him honest, but he was a thief.
8 . The candidate made his position clear.
9. She made the story funnier than it really was.
1 0 . I found today's lesson.very Ions.

Diagrams: The objective complement is placed
on the clause line between the verb 

r ; and,the object. The line separating 
the verb and the objective complement 
slants toward the object.

1. Uncle Sam r made /happy 1 boys__
' ■ " Lyery_ liha— • :■,

2. -'-yjaiu

-they j elected

4.

tfbeing)_done.
/president I

3. Washington j proved /leader I himself

ia-l-t

eaaer I

of iwar

They I hava api 1 Mr.Smith
l temporary

6.

.ile.. 1 1 them# 1-Q.f J—CHi
every

They I thought / right |
; - * v V-.v
themselves

V« a
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:'' ': : 4 ^ - 4 — EfJ==.

. 10, I I founA / Ions I lesFon
- » | very (today1 e

Lesson.2 a. . Diagram the following sentences. The 
 ̂ ohjeetive complements are underlined.

1. The child made it Belt heard in spite of tl&e other
^ - r* >.

1 O JL 8 © 8 # •"  ̂ • ■ • r • - -■ ■ ■ .
•2". The sight made me ill.
3. No on® could pump the ocean dry.
A. We found it more convenient. 

i-5. I'll make assurance doubly sure.
6 . They have named the child Bertha.
7. The baker baked the bread brown.
8 . Our neighbors have had their house painted white.
9* during the Black Hawk War, volunteers from New

Sale® made Lincoln their leader.
10. They have made the child happy. ; >

Li e a s on . - ■■ _ . -.  ̂ ■ -
1 . I have made myself cheap. • :
2. Why don't you make these children happier.
3. They thought him an Indian.  ̂ ; ,
4. My father considered it an Insult.
5 . . I thought mine the best. . ;
6 . Finding myself alone, I left the house.
7. You will find ua rough, but you will find us ready.
8 . James, do you consider yourself able?
9. We have considered this a convenience.
10. That large stove makes the house too warm.

1 3 0 7 0 I



1. . A north wind makes the weather cold, ;
2. The carpenter planed the edges smooth. . ,
3. Papers scattered everywhere made the yard.: uh%t-

tractive. : • ■ •
4. The ohlId’s Illness made her lazier than she had

been before. . . . : , . : :
5. Did they elect you president of the class, or did

. James, receive more votes? ,% , N J-V. ■
6 . I wanted to know who considered her story true.
7. He found himself a martyr to a lost, cause.
8 . I followed the child home, as I wanted to know 

whether I had made myself clear. ,
9. They thought it a Joke, but they know better now.

10. He has" been elected president of this organization
twice.

Lesson 2 d.. - ' ,%;  ̂ * - • - ■
1. They call me the leader of the gang.
2 . i made myself understood although I did not speak 

their language well.
3. Don’t burn the toast black.
4. Gentlemen keep their voices low.
5* Finding the house-empty, I looked around.
6 . We shall try to make this room an attractive place.
7. She has proved herself right.
8 . The baby filled his cup too full.
9. All the fuss made me. tired.

1 0 . I held myself straight during the parade.

Lesson 2 c. : / ;

C. INTRODUCTORY THERE and IT
One use of the word there is quite common in our lang- 
language, there used as an expletive. An expletive is 
just a word used to make a sentence sound smooth. It 
is not a verb, a subject, or a modifier. In order to 
vary the order of subject and predicate, many sentences
begin with there although the word is quite meaningless

• : : ■ ■and has no construction in the sentence.
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Examples: The expletive there le underlined.
1. There is a large tree In front of the house.

(The word there could be left out without changing 
the meaning of the sentence: A large oak tree Is 
In front of the house.)

2. There were.two or three baskets on the ground.
3. There was a man standing here when I came out.
4. X wanted to see you, but there was no time.
5. I had not heard that there would be a picnic.

Diagrams:

1. There

- T h e  expletive there Is placed above 
the clause.

tree i Is
a * TIo i front 
large |of | house

Fthe

2. There 
baskets

X
ikets j were
two ‘ ~ lon i ground

I the
three - - .. ■ : •

3. There

4. i  I wanted I -to. aqa.Utai.

hD(0
there

waa j ■1



3.02

5 e that

picnic * would be
. inI » had heard \_____

* ; Laot

The pronoun It is often used at the beginning of a
sentence and seeme to be the subject; however, the real
subject follows the pronoun It. This it Is called "dum
my It" or "anticipatory it. 11 Very commonly an infin
itive or a noun clause follows the It and Is In apposi
tion with it.
Examples: The anticipatory It-is underlined'.

1. rt is easy to see a long distance In Arizona.
(To see a long distance in Arizona Is easy.)

2 . Ijb is the intention of the governor to right the 
= . Wrong.
3. They found it necessary to leave suddenly.
4.. It is quite certain that he will go.
5 .. ,Xt is a fact that he has written several books.

Diagrams: The pronoun*It may be the grammatical subr
jeot and is so diagramed; but the logical 
subject, which is said to be in apposition 

: ■ .with the anticipatory It follows the pro
noun in the diagram.

1 . .to. gee stance
- lonK /. -■ ■ • . ...... ,

■ I In i Arizona
It - - .... - - | is \ easy ...

-,to_rl^hti_w
It -

rons_
T 5 « L tloh

e_
i governor 

Ithe



3.
They i found /necessary |

^  ^  |  ; -  ' .. ^ t  ■ —  *  - - - -

it__-
~ti3L-i^ay#_

suddenly

4. - - that ' - • __ ^ / ■' :v
he I will go— -T_.I.v . m. is \ certait

5 . -that :

. ■ It ■
he has written t % Q k 8 _I several

LeBBon 3 a .  Diagram the following sentences. Draw
: • all lines with a 2*uler. a he expletive

. ' there and the anticipatory it, are un-
- derllned.

1. It pleases me that you like my af.ghan.
2. There were a number of requests fear your address.
3. rt is rather difficult to obtain supplies now.
4. There are eight of us in the party now.
5. Many years ago there lived a strange creature.
6 . , It is not always easy, to. tell the truth.
7.. rt was. kind of him to remember us.
8 . There are three boys at work there. ‘ ’
9. There were several reasons for going there.

10. There is a man who Aiihks it his duty to go.
Lesson 3 b. .= - ' -

1. There were two nests in that tree.
2 . It is a well known fact that Fraddock's army was

defeated by the French. - *
3. During the war there were times when no one knew

who would win. _ - ■ - ' '  : ; - ; "
4. It, is not, easy to realize the danger.
5. What.would you do if there were no defenses?
6 . There is'a burled treasure in the corral.
7. 1  believe there are pertain people who are born 

leaders.
8 . I_t is hard to know what to do.
9. -It is time to stop.

10. There were many things to do.



1. It wae quite an adventure to go to the Fair.
2. It le a: pleasur® to servo you.
3. It seeatd that the whole village would burn.
4. That there will he a plenln hae heeri topt a secret.
5. There was a loud puffing nolee.
6 . It ie known that there were four of us.
7. There was a clever play by the shortstop.
8 . It is not enough that we constantly increase our

store of words. . • 5 . ',
9. Do you realize that there are a great many people 

here tonight?
10. There was a faded quilt on the bed.

Lesson 3 d.
1. There was a good reason for it.
2. It seemed doubtful that there were any fish there.
3. From hie attitude we knew there would be trouble.
4. It seems that w@ may be enemies.
5. There is no doubt about it,
6 . There was no time to lose.
7. It was good to see her.
8 . It is wise to rest after, violent exercise.
9. There must be a verb in every sentence.
10. We are sorry, but there will be no picnic today.

D. INFINITIVES WITH OH WITHOUT TO
The to which often accompanies an Infinitive ie 

not always necessary. One should be able to recognize 
an infinitive with or without a to. In the sentence, 
Please help, please is the verb; help is.an infinitive 
without a to, and it is used as the direct objeet of 
the word please. If you are sure Just which verbs may 
be used as auxllMryy verbs, you will never have trouble 
with the Infinitive without a to. •
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Examples: Each Infinitive te underlined.
1 . I must needs write a letter.
2. Please try it now.
3. You need not stay. ''
4. Please call my sister to the telephone.
5. You ought hot" be .here.

_ ... - . r

Diagrams: :•:■■■ 1: '• ' ■' -■ ■ ; ' ; '
1 . : -.write tletter,

I I  auet needs 1. J 7' ''1"' ;   ' ” 1 ̂ ■ : " T’ .

2. -Arj_ ULt_
- ■ : 1-flSE. .■ ■ • . ■ ; * 3
(you) | Please I

3. -stay,
.You i need I 

| | not

4.

(you) i Please!
Ito [telephone 

Lthe

5.
You I ought | 

[not "
'thVra

1. AN INFINITIVE AS PART OP A DOUBLE OBJECT
Often a noun or a pronoun object of a verb,: parti-

- . ' :■ : , . . .  ■ ' /
clple, preposition, or another infinitive seems also
to be the subject of the Infinitive which follows.
The noun or pronoun expresses the do-er or the be-er 
of the action expressed by the infinitive; it ie there 
fore called the assumed subject of the Infinitive.
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In the eentenee They ordered him to do it, the object 
of the verb is him to do it. Here we have a pronoun 
in the objective case, an Infinitive, and another pro
noun in the objective case; an Infinitive always takes 
the same case before it ae after it.
Examples: Bach double object lo underlined.

1 . They’ wanted me to go. - *
2. Let us go with you.
3. We would like you to see them enjoy themselves.
4. The farmer told his wife to us some milk.
5. We knew him to be honest.

Diagrams:

' x V.

The assumed subject of the infinitive 
is separated from the infinitive by a 
vertical dotted line.

1 .
They | wanted 1

2.

3.

4.

( you) jell.
rsfc1th i vou

We | would llkej
_1ouA-,ttp- see{<

them L enjoy (themselves

farmer I told |
X IM l

wife Lto sell
n s u r - D « ‘

sell \ milk
[some

5.
knew |

_hlm_^ojoe. Xkonest.
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Lesson 4 a .  Diagram the fallowing sentences.
Draw all lines with a ruler. Study 
each sentence carefully before you 
start to diagram.

1. They asked ue to go with them.
2 . I heard him sing. .
3. There was nothing for me to do but wait.
4. Father asked the man to give him a match.
5 * I wish you to begin now.
6 . Don't let me stand in your way.
7 . I asked you to tell the truth.
8 . In that way the mother could watch the children 

Play*9* Please tell us about,It now.
10. Will you let us send you our vacuum cleaner on

thirty days' approval? •
Lesson 4 b.

1 . I determined to pass the night there.
2 . The coach sent him to rest.
3. He wanted him to rest an hour.
4. To rest is not always easy.
5 . I wanted to rest, too. •
6 . Did you Intend to see him yesterday?
7. Can you teach your dog to do any tricks?
8 . I have taught Fido to beg.
9. We have sent a team to play In Phoenix.

10. We expect them to win.
Lesson 4 c.

T; i Thejboys tried-to."lbok In.
2. Then they tried to open the door, but they found 

it locked.
» 3. They cried, "Let us come in."
4. Those who were inside failed to answer.
5. They sat quietly, continuing to read.
6 . Finally the newcomers pretended to leave.
7. They wanted their friends to think they had gone.
8 . A loud shout made them turn.
9. The door was open; It was easy to see that everyone 

was ready for a game.
10. Only darkness made them stop playing that day. 

Lesson 4 d.
1. He hoped to be president of his class.
2 . I bid him enter.
3. Mary had decided to be a nurse.
4. Finally it was time to go home.
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5. The ©oaoh ask@€ John to play first -base.
6 . I want you to pay attention.
7. If you will try to study your lesson, I will help 

you learn It.
8 . It Is bent to wear dark glasses In summer.
9. My ambition is to be a doctori

1 0 . I hoped to learn the trick easily.

2. ADJECTIVE OR ADVERBIAL INFINITIVE PHRASE
So-called adjective or adverbial infinitives are 

prepositional phrases. The to in such a phrase is simply 
a preposition which has for its object an infinitive with
out a to. One can usually substitute the preposition for 
and a gerund object for such a phrase. ■
Examples: The infinitives are underlined.

1. The children had no bread to eat (for eating).
2. They had no money to buy bread. (money for buying.)
3. It is time jto stop. (time for stopping. )
4. He is gtad to rest.
5 . Ichabod was afraid to go home.
6 . Your ability to think quickly has saved us.
7• James Is ready to serve you.
8 . Have you time Jlp listen to my story?
9. The numbers ta bs fed increase dally.

10. Mr. Dawes went out is smoke hia pipe.
Diagrams: The adjective and'adverbial infinitive

phrases are diagramed like any other 
prepositional phrase, except that the 

v line under the Infinitive (object) is
a broken dotted line. . ■

1 . children j
37 [The i broad

2 . .They | had i money: k
' - ■ ■ ' I no ™  '

LiaJ buy |bread
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3. i JJL 1b \ time
r a _ » t o p _

4. He I lm \ Klaa
1 UiU_C®8t

5*

6 .

Ichabod •was \ afraid
liaiTgo

’ ability + has saved | u#
I Your «lHI7thlnk - rqulctely

7. James | Is A ready
| to t serve | you

8 . you 1 Have \ time ’ " ' ■ '
H L 1 .listen

llo y story
i™y-

9. numbers Increase
n m

10. Mr.Dawei * _s®nt[out
llEJJsmoke i pipe “ • - •L this

Lesson 4 e Diagram the following sentences.
1 . I borrowed the money to buy the book.
2. There was no time to lose.
3. The children sat down to play that game.
4. Then she leaned back to admire the view.
5. Have you had a chance to play? - : ■
6 . I wasn't able to help him.
7. The child settled down to peed.8. We have had no opportunity to study shorthand
9. She Is likely to fall.- '

10. The little girl was too ill to realize it.
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Lesson 4 f .

A book to read, was all he wanted.
They paused to consider the idea.
We are going up to West Point to see a game between 
the Army and the Navy.
A holiday to enjoy and money to spend makes one 
happy. .
This road is to be closed for repairs.
The boys needed tools to work with.
The box to be painted stood on the porch.
I am anxious to hear the election returns.
We go to school to fit ourselves for living.
That is sure to happen.

E. BETAINED OBJECT
Voice indicates whether the subject of a verb acts 

or is acted upon. Only transitive vebba have voice. The 
two voices are active and passive.
1. Active voice - the subject is the doer of the action 

expressed by the verb.
Examples:.

The boy broke the window.
I forgive him 
William killed a snake.

2. Passive voice - the subject is acted upon; the subject 
receives the action expressed by tho verb. The passive 
form is formed by the correct form of the auxllllary
be and the past participle of the verb. c:.-?

In a sentence dhanged from the active to the 
passive voice, the object of the active verb becomes 
the subject of the passive verb; the subject of the 
pctlve verb may become the object of a preposition.

1 .2.
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.8. 
9.
10.
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Examples: : ,
The window was broken by the boy. ,
He is forgiven.
A enake was killed by William. - 

When ah active verb has both a direct and an indirect
object and Is changed to the passive voice, one of 
the objects becomes the subject and the other becomes 
a RETAINED OBJECT.
Examples of the change from active to passive:

He told Harold a story. ;
Harold was told a story.
A story was told Harold.

She lent her sister the book, 
v Her sister was lent the book.

The book hag been lent her sister.
He gave them the picture.

The picture was given them.
He was given the picture. V

Examples: Each retained object is underlined.
1. Permission was refused un. r ?
2 . She has been sent a package each Christmas.
3. He was given credit In that course.
A. They have been told the whole story.
51 * The teacher was sent a note.
6 . I was given a ball for my birthday.
7. You will be found an easier problem.
8 . The lady was handed her coat promptly.
9. Mr. Jones has been paid thirty dollars.

10. She was given the prize, because she played best.
Diagrams: Notice that each retained object le

labeled. The position in the dia
gram Indicates whether the retained 
object is a direct or an indireht object.

1. Permission ; was refused ,
1 ' ;

2. | has been sent I package 
1 LChrlSt mnn «

leach
• : :

3. He 1 was given I credit (ret3 
' 1 in > course - J

[that
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They have been told fret]
e

5 . teacher | was aent 1 note (ret3
line 1 |a

6 . I | was Riven f ball (ret]
1 ' h

for i birthday
m J

You will he found I problem 
— " Lan_

. easier

8 . lady i was handed l eoa
jThe f e n i®t3

9. Mr. Jones i has been paid i dollars g*et3 
...1 thirty •

10. She | was given I prize (ret/l 
1 1 ithe^ ’J

because
she f played

beet

Lesson 5 a .  Diagram the following sentences.
Draw all lines with a ruler. Label 
each retained object. 1 11

1. They paid me a splendid compliment Just now.
2. I was paid a splendid compliment Just now.
3. A splendid compliment was paid me Just now.
4. Father has been giving me an allowance each week
5. I have been given an allowance each week.
6 . An allowance has been given me each week.
7. He has allowed us a dollar each time.
8 . A dollar has been allowed us each time.
9. We have been allowed a dollar each time.
10. . They gave everyone paper cape at the party.
11. Paper caps were glveh everyone at the party.
1 2 . everyone at the party was given a paper cap.
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Lesson 5 b .
1. Thomas showed me his new radio set.
2. I was shown Tom's new radio set.
3. Tom’s new radio set was shown me.
4. My sister lent me her fountain pen.
5. This fountain pen was lent me by ay sister.
6 . I was lent this fountain pen by my sister.
7. My aunt sends me a gift every year.
8 . I am sent a gift every year by ay aunt.
9. Every year a gift is sent me by my aunt.

10. The captain handed me the list of names.
11. The list of names was handed me by the captain.
1 2 . I was handed the list of names, .

Lesson 5 c. / ; ; : .
1. This morning my brother gave me a hard problem.
2 . This morning I was given a hard fcrebTem.
3. A hard problem was given me this morning by my 

brother.
4. The principal gave me a book for ray sister.
5. I was given a book for my sister.
6 . A book was given me for my sister.
7. The farmer gave me an apple.
8 . I was given an apple by the farmer.
9. An apple was given me by the farmer.

1 0 . Mother will bring me a new pencil.
1 1 . I shall be brought a new pencil.
12. A new pencil will be brought me by my mother.
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XIII. REVIEWr EXERCISES ■- - "
A. Simple Bent@ne®s - no verbals ;r

1. Put your paper on the table,
2 .  ' I looked out the window.
3 .  v Beyond the tree there is a blrdpath. .
4. The little bird was beaten agslnet the wall by the 

■ " force of the wind. . ; : ; c
5. We ran through the fields to the store.

;:;6 . This station sells gasoline fc»r ,trucks, tractors, 
and'automobiles. -

7. We left the Franklin® in Phoenix yesterday;
8 . This man has been the leader of the Nationalists

In India. - '
9. On New Years Day we went to St. Petere In Rome.
10. The strong must help the weak.
11. . He was a dramatist of no mean reputei,
12. The people In that Talley live simple lives.
13. Do you believe In democratic Institutions?
14. Ichabod had heard the story many times.
15. Hie story, by the way, has been corroborated.
16. The brave knight was awarded a beautiful war horse.
17. Carry the eggs carefully.
18. He laid the ripe fruit in the crate gently.
19. Our beet player' was given a medal.
20. Who was the victor? -
2 1 . 'The tall boy Is" captain of hie team.
22. They have been laying a brick wall around the garden.
23. This program is being given by the Drama Clpb.
24. We have never seen a volcano.
25. A travel club is both interesting and educational.
26. Clubs,'like games, must have rules.
27. One piece of cake was left on the plate.
28. One of the girls in my class has written a prize
' story; ~ : v ■ ■ ' ■ :1
29. Joseph Conrad lived many years in England.
30. "Many men ahd women will remember that- fearful
• Gtruggle. - x ' ; ' " '

31. Do you know the answer?
.3 2 ^ :^ o w -,ld ia :.it lx le | - ; ' -
33. Will you be still?
34. What a scare we hadi
35. May I keep this book for a little while, James?
36. Take plenty of powder and shot.
37. The children rang the bell very early.

; 38. The soldiers; marched five miles that morning.
39. Where do branges grow in abundance?
40. Was Washington a great reader in his boyhood?
41. Don't give up the ship.
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42. •Th® ©hlldren are laughing and playing.
:43. Magnets draw steel toward them.
44. What a delicious flavor these peaches havel
45. Prom what country Is the best cinnamon imported? 

-46. Did you hear the fire alarm about noon?
47. Rebecca was the despair of her aunts.
48. Then the Inevitable happened.
49. Sparks flew from under the horses1 hooves.
50. A stitch in time;saves nine. . :
51. The arrow hit the tree just over ray head.
52. Did you listen to the radio broadcast last night?
53. What have you done about the battery?
54. The little girl sat on the lowest step.
55. Are you coming with us now?
56. Our favorite trae was blown down by that gale. .
57. -hat is the radio station in Phoenix called?
58. The track was torn up.
59. The wheels were flattened by the sudden application

.; of the brakes. ' ...  ̂... _... .- . ....
6 0 . Don't be too anxious about:the results.
61. -Pcsa© formed rapidly on the milk In the bucket.
62. Many planes appeared in the sky .
63. The black car disappeared around the corner.
64. We were sitting Just behind them at the show.,-
65. The spring rains washed the bridge away and held up

traffic. .  ̂ v,'
6 6 ., Many delicious Jars were brought up from the cellar

. for the Thanksgiving dinner. ;
67. Admiral Eyrd flew over a white desert of ice.
6 8 . X went.to the Boy Scout Club House Saturday.
69. Shall you skate on the ice this, winter?
70. We were.delayed three days.
71. The boys will be in camp two weeks. ;
72. Cowards die many times before their death.
73. In Arizona the sun shines practically every, day.
74. Will your father be at home this evening?
75. Camels can go many days without water.
76. Tonight the fox will visit Farmer Turner1s chicken
.: COOp. . ■ ' - ■ . .. .... :
7 7 . Doctor, I didn't sleep a wink last night.
78. Every morning in summer we get up early,
79. I have given him some good advice.
80. David will bring me" the evening paper.
81. She discouraged me. ‘ “
82. They trailed him throug^h the woods.
83. The catcher caught a foul. -
84. Can your new dog do any tricks?
85. Some dogs learn tricks easily.
8 6 .. I am reading a book about a dog.
87. Jack London wrote stories about dogs.
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88. Could you write a composition on dogi?
89. Bill’s dog will shake hands with you.
90. Once we owned a shophord dog.’
91. We sent a little puppy to our cousin in California.
92. I showed them the right road. ’ :
93. The chief promised me a share of the loot.
94. Mother "brought my violin in the oar.
95. That man is my father.
96. He was onco a fine ball player.
97. The guide, Mr* Smith, was my only hdpei
98. It is I.
99. My grandfather was a pioneer. ' .
100. He was a man of Stirling qualities.

B. Simple and compound sentences - with and without verbals.
1. That is my napkin ring.- • '
2. It was a present to me. ; ;
3. Mildred seemed kind; she was a true friend.
4. We are to be sent home, thanks to you.
5. There are eight people in the party.
6 . There is a buried treasure In the corral; let's try 

to find it.
; 7. I thought today's lesson very hard; didn't you?

Z  ; 8 . His friends refuse to lend him money nowadays.
9. Rebecca, the daughter of Isaac, was tried for witch- 

oraft. . : ; . \ ■" ' "
10. You might have seen some thrilling races last week,

' bdt-' t h e r # : l a t e r .  _ .
11. We had planned on meeting them in Chicago.
12. Ponce de Leon, the Spanish explorer, went in search 

of the fountain of youth. ; '
13. Do you expect to get to New York in that Jallopy?
14. Would you be willing to postpone the meeting?
15. I don’t want to seem curious; but Just what Is that?
1 6 . Warren, our leader, lay at rest in the shadows.
17. They spent the morning wandering up and down.
18. Have you forgotten to go?
19. Would you like to wait?
20. The fittings are made of chromium.
2 1 . One of your duties will be to sort the mail.
22. Please answer the phone, John.
23. The conductor let me ride almost home.
24. A heavy downpour prevented our going.
25. He gave me a frightened look.
26. Woodrow Wilson, our war president, was a firm believer 

in the League of Nation®.
2 7 . Chickene are easy to raise.
28. The clear, sweet tonescof their new radio are de

lightful.
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29. The legal papers lay on the big table.
30. Could any normal boy pass those ripe berries?
31. Sloeon Patch came of a hard-working, honest race.
32. Chicago is a lake port.
33. The most productive grain region in the world le 
- close to Chicago.
34. Dally newspapers now reach our outlying suburbs.
35. Coal fields, lumber mills, and Iron works contribute 

to the heavy industries.
36. The greedy dog crossed the brook, but he stopped to 

look at himself.
37. Seeing a dog In the: water made him drop hie bone.
38. Small, red, sour cherries make the best pies.
39. A modest violet grew In the shady bed.
40. People with cars may live In the suburbs.
41. Living out In the country Is more pleasant.
42. Many rich men prefer to live in the country.
43. The storm wrecked the boat, but the people were saved.
44. Pleasant weather means happy days In the wide open 

' spaces.
45. Tall, slender men are common In the western states,
46. Would you like to see that play?
4?. Arizona Is not a barren desert, but many easterners 

think differently.
48. It was quite a task to get the bees out of the pump.
49. Wild bess nettle in odd places.
5 0 1 At the California line my baggage was examined.
51. Parking space is at a premium In all large cities now.
52. Would you prefer to have parking meters?
53. Have you thought about frying that meat?
54. The baby tried to walk alone last night. ,
55. That new blue,book belongs on this shelf.
56. Pay particular attention to your choice of adjectives.
57. Try to select exactly the right word.
58. Please turn to the fourth page.
59. After a successful season we try to work harder.
60. Is this glove yours?
61. I found It lying on the ground behind that bench.
62. The coach has asked us to be more careful of our 

equipment.
63. How much do you pay for balls now?
64. I had to pay plenty for this one, and. it is not very - 

.. good.
65. The bewildering f braes at work have me beaten.
66. Definite payments are to be made.
6 7 . Have you noticed the simplicity of operation?
68. Don't try to delay Justice.
69. Exorbitant prices curtail spending.
70. Uniform buying and selling would be a help.
71. ' Think about using this Idea In your next report.



72. Varying conditions never produce unifora responses.
73. A striking start aids a story. ... ..
74. Try to pit your best foot foremost. ;
75. Any speech may be judged by the following rules.
76. Well planned themes present the main idea clearly.
77. Are you really alert2
78. I am ready to try again.
79. Welt, I hope to be there.
80. Making magic squares in the mathematics class would

' be fun.' ; ' .. . . ..
81. Do you consider that the best course? .
82. What made his talk a success?
83. This will help you to determine your future course.
84. Would you care to remark on his personality?
85. How" does a coach make an assignment seem attractive?
86i Make arrangements to test this tire.
87. I have completed arrangements for testing this tire.
88. Manufacturing tires is a major Industry in the United

' ; State®. ‘ ' . ‘ ' -
89. There are many good makes to choose from. •
90. Many students In Akron have visited the tire factories.
91. It would be impossible to count the cars passing here.
92* why do I have to carry the heaviest basket?
93. Does he try to be agreeable?
94* A quaint house in our neighborhood Is to be open for 

inspection.
95; I have seen it, but I would like you to see it, too.
96; Shall we try to go this evening? ...
97; Are you willing to be agreeable about this?
98; The wilted flowers should be thrown away.
99. It is best to be careful; a serious accident happened

here. ’ , •
100. I am obstinate, but I realize it and I am trying to 

pveroom® it.
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0. Simple, complex, and compound sentences - all constructions.
1. It is always a good idea to be careful.
2. I shall certainly go if mother thinks it best.
3. Wo think we have Just had the merriest party of the 

season.
4. A winning smile is certainly an asset.
5. Anyone can be cross, but it takes courage to face 

things with a smile.
6. Do you always smile when you can?
7. The small boat was overloaded, but we wished to save 

everyone If we could.
8. Never hesitate to extend a helping hand when it is 

humanly possible.
9. Please Illustrate your point.

10. I am sorry to leave, but you know how it is.
11. Often we must do what seems impossible.
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12. I have been hired to work in your place this week.
13. We threw the struggling swimmer a line, but he warn 

too weak to help himself.
14. We cannot help remembering your many kindnesses.
15. D o n ’t jerk about so; you1re rooking the boat.
16. If.you don't settle down, well1 have t# etop.
17. '.£gu go your way and I’ll go mine.
18. Are you sure? : ■ , \
19. I was tempted to leave early but thought better of it. 
20; The boat docked late that afternoon, but there was

a large crowd anyway.
21. a celebrity who, sat at our table monopolized the con

versation.
22, We are tired of people who think they are great.
2 3 I have planted mixed wild flower ieeds here.
24. Don’t scold uaj we have hurried; as fast as we could.
25. When the game was over, our side didn't feel like

cheering. . . - . ■. : . . : .' • ■ , : - , ,
26. Of course we congratulated ths other tea®, but our

hearts were heavy. ; ■ . - : ■ . :  ̂ .v.;'.': t
27. It really Isn’t the score that matters.
28. As soon as it is light we shall try to. leave;.this
• Island. ' ' - ■ V ,
29. The truth is that his throwing arm is weak.
30. After he has caught the ball, he does not know what
* to do with It.
31. That tall lad is the center fielder whom I was tell

ing you about.
32. The catcher of whom I spoke has become a pitcher.
33. Would you prefer to be a pitcher or a catcher.
34. Of course, that depends upon what you can do beat.
35. I a® anxious to see what our basket ball team will

■' do this season. , . ;
36. Last year we didn’t do nearly so,well as wo expected.
37. One has to expect a bad .season once in a while.
38. I have saved two old half-dollars, but I can never 

find them listed In a catalog of valuable coins.
39. Perhaps I shall never be able to get more than fifty

, cents for them. v: ,
40. Do you know of any more catalogs that- I could read?
41. I. am too tired to care right now.
42. This picture shows its original colors, undimmed by

age. . - .
43. I gazed at the sun during the last eclipse as I may

, ' never 'see.' an eclipse again. - .v - , - -y
44. Clouds Interfered with my study of the comet.
45. Happening® in the sky Interest me.
46. X should like to- study-astronomy shea.. I go to o©liege. 
47; Will you please Jend- meu the jaook.iyjou. have.
48. I Intend to do what Is best for all concerned. :
49. Would you care to help me with this problem?
50. I am ready to help anyone who wishes help.
51. The boy who found ay purse was an honest lad.
5 2 . I intend to reward him for his honesty.
53. Tell me exactly what you want me to do.
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54. I have bought a .pair -of slipper* that match ay new
' <lre's - •' ' ■

55. nowadays It Is easy to get.thing* that match. .
56. The Western Union boy whom you sent for has ooae.
57. I want to send a. telegram, and 1 want the answer 

delivered here.
58. all afternoon I. have heard bird® singing in the or

chard. ' : ’.Vv’ - : V: : ; I r, ;'̂ 1': /• v V
59. In the late afternoon the eun shines on these win-

dows. . -;■■■; _ . :: -/
60. le hope the reflected light does not bother passing
. ’ : motoriste. . •: • y /'V' '
61. Your duty will be to sort the mall.
62. The twins wanted to train their voices.
63. Plnnoehio liked to play too well.
64. I advise hikers to follow the upper trail as the

springiralns have spoiled-the lower one. *.
65. To spell correctly . seems 'Impossible for her, :: :
66. ' Ho is only a child, and the task Is a man’s , task.
"67. The boy standing near the table is an orphan.
68. By walking fast, he overtook them at the turn.
69. We could see the whole valley spread out before us.
70. V  We shall be glad to call,ibut we ©an’t stay more 

than a few minutes. .
71. It fell upon Jack and mo to wash the dishes.
72.. Rubbing his eyes, he got up and looked out at the

Snow.
73. The chemist allowed the mixture to b u m ;  then he . •.

could not use it. : \ ,
74. I wanted him to state hla wishes so that we would y 

know what to d o . :.
75. Do you know what power M e p s  the stars shining?
76. After the race he will be glad.to rest. v
77. After the bout is over, he will be glad to rest.
78. I meant to speak to hi® about that last week.
79. The young poet found himself stranded in Mew York.
80. we; found it more convenient to go by way of Blythe.
81. There are several reasons for waiting.
82. If I wanted to use my pen, I should have to fill it.
83. there is a© one like her.
84. Those who were in"court that day did not recognize

Portia. ' :
85. They thought her a great lawyer, and she was. ■
86. When the garage roof caved in, everything was ruined.
87. Indeed,; if it were not true, we should be greatly 

: discouraged. :• V
88. Xou may change your mind when you have consldemd t M

matter. .1 _ : ,V.: .: : : - - : ;■ ,
89. ns he was about to descend, he heard a voice calling.
90. buch stones as he found were valuable.
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91. Bo particular about an author as you would be about
. - a friend. . ■ ■ . . '  '• ' • . ' !
92. ihe class hae decided to give a dance ‘because it 

. needs money.
93. we did not enjoy the program as much as we had anti

cipated.
94. I can do that more quickly than you lcan).
95. Our team 1# stronger than any other team in this part ,

. of the country.
96. If I,were you, I would go.
97. If I had been in your place, I would have gone.
98. The plane was so badly damaged that it could not be

repaired.
99. a prancing horse lifts its feet when it walks.
100. Come back after you have laid your things away.
101. you will be considered late; the bell rang at nine.
102. you will be considered late as the bell rang at nine.
103. koblneon Crusoe was lonely when he was on that island.
104. He made a calendar by putting notches in a plank.
105. The kitton was not afraid although it was alone for 

, the first time.
106*-, Our puppy cries when there is no light.
107. That monkey Is not really clever although he has been 

trained for the circus.
108. I ’m sorry as 1 know better now.
109. The Hudson River is four miles wide at this point.
110. They practice two hours every day.
111. She is my sister's friend, but she comes to see me, too.
112. A little later we stopped at Donald* s house.
113. Like many men who have never been ill, he could not 

realize the facts.
114. Do you think Margaret looks well this morning?
115. The father, fearful for his son's safety, was pacing 

the floor.
116. I knew the man as soon as I saw him.
117. tie was dressed In the ragged clothes which he had ; worn before,
118. His face was dirty. *
119. He looked ill, and we felt somewhat alarmed.
120. a s he approached, we started forward.
121. Suddenly he stumbled and fell.
122. There he lay motionless onnthe driveway.
123. Henry ran to pick him up, but he was stopped by a
Ti T :* policeman. ■' . :
124. The officer who appeared had been following the tramp.
125. There was no one who did not admire her smile.
126i A business man will tell you that he cannot hire you 

If he learns that you are a poor speller.
127. we decided to seek shelter In the dark house,
128. The storm growing worse every minute,vwe decided to 

seek shelter In the dark house.
129. tils duty is to drive from one stage to another.
130. The moment he arrives, he throws down the reins.
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131. Hie duty being done, be abandons the cattle.
132* the captain said that the whole Atlantic had gone mad.
133. #ila# %arner suddenly remembered that he had lent his knife to william uane.
134. 1 found him seated at an old desk, his eyes fixed on

' the paper. . . ' .. . . . '
135. their making me captain was a great surprise,
136. Then we understood the situation.
137. He became a miser and hated everyone.
138. that is a trait he is apt to display.
139. Silas Marner went back t o ‘prove that he did not steal

the church money * '  ’ '
140. Polo went from Italy to China when people weren’t sure 

' about their geography.
141. He wanted to go with his father when he was just av '142. Michael, who is blind, can give advice to those who

‘ ; see.. . ' • ' '
143. Helen Seller was both blind and deaf.
144., Miss keller made her life a success although it was 

a difficult life.
145. She thought sight must be the most delightful of the

senses.. . .
146. Were you at home last night?
147. ’‘Were you at home last bight?" asked Mary.
148. \The deg chased the cat across the road.
149. He. was glad to find something that would run from him.
150. The program lasted one hour.
151. "What happened when Tom threw the ball?" asked Bill,
152. T think it went through Mrs. Brown’s kitchen window.
153. That old chair needs repairing.
154. The capital of Arizona ie ihoenlx, a city in the Salt 

River valley.
155. I should like to fly to Los Angeles with my uncle.
156. Have all the cherries been stolen by the bluebirds?
157. “Can you tell mo how far it is to the county line?"

; he asked.
158. “Wo were talking about birthdays," I reminded him.
159. Did you make the trip In the new oar?
160. How frightened they were when they mounted the ladder.
161. " The man whom wo mot ie a merchant from Nogales.
162. The rugs he sells are mad® in the Orient.
163. Shall you go to Florida next winter?
164. We went into Mexico to visit an old ruin.
l65Vv See all the presents which are arranged on the table.
166. Charles was chairman of the committee..
167. He has cent hie mother a telegram,
168. A telegram ha# been sent hie mother.
169. The part of the country near the boundary line is 

called the frontier.
170. The president received official notice of his election this morning.
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171• What effect did the medicine have?
172. My! There are a lot of huge around this light.
173. Cotton Is a staple product of the southern states.
174. Who taught him to do that trick?
175. Who taught him that trick?
176. We were riding rapidly toward the hills when a front 

tire blew out.
177. It was a good thing we were still on level ground.
178. "I'm one that has spoken to a king,M he said.
179. There are more traffic accidents each year.
180. The manager, the editor, and the reporter agreed that 

it was a good story.
181. The eleotrie power was turned off; so we could not do 

our homework.
182. The Indiana came in quietly and seated themeelvea 

around the fire.
183. The puppies crawled out of the basket and inspected 

their new home.
184. We went into camp early, for we had hunted all day.
185. The ranger leaped to the saddle and rode away.
186. Time and tide waits for no man.
187. The bite was not large, but we were afraid of poison.
188. We borrowed a burro; we tried and tried, but we could 

not make him budge.
189. The canoe turned over with Frank; we screamed but 

didn't know what to do.
190. I came; I saw; X conquered.
191. The coach led the way Into the gymnazium; we followed 

meekly. buzzed.
192. The stsrte#A the engine sputtered, the gears clashed, 

and we were on our way.
193. Let me describe the place, or you will never find it.
194. We asked them to come again, but they never did.
195. They asked me to play, but I did not have time.
196. The meeting was called to order, and the guest was In

troduced at once.
197. The volunteer fire department worked heroically, but 

the men lacked training and equipment.
198. The great day came at last, and I started bravely out.
199. I had no money in my pocket, for I had spent ay last 

nickel for a piece of pie.
200. He was not really scared, but his breating was very 

rapid.
201. John walked, but I rode home with father.
202. The ball went wild; he threw without looking.
203. Littlo boy, let that oat alone!
204. He sat a little forward in his chair, his hands grip

ping its sides.
205. The class elected Hary secretary.
206. The day being cold and rainy. It was hard to manage.
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207. The party returned last week, all looking well.
208. There being no one In the house, Dunaay Case found

Silas's money. ~
209. Man's first writings were made on bark, wood, rocks, 

bones, and skins.
210. Storybook material has been gathered from those an

cient writings.
211. Two hands in a friendly grasp Indicated a treaty in 

the early picture writings.
212. I do not understand his spending the money.
213. The firm's going Into bankruptcy embarrassed us.
214. There was some talk about it.
215. The president seems unwilling to commit himself.
216. We spent the morning In collecting books.
217. Playing golf Is now almost a mejor sport.
218. Walking five miles a day would be too much for me.
219. I am setting my prices according to what is charged 

at the store.
220. It must not be thought that he preaches in his poems.
221. It seemed that the whole town would burn.
222. I do not know who spoke.
2 2 3 . I can't tell whom you mean;
224. We knew that he was the right man for the Job.
225. What makes you think I haven't enjoyed this book?
226. We have heard that he was killed in action.
227. It has been reported that he was killed In action.
228. We are Interested in knowing what rich men do with 

their money.
229. Do you think him a responsible man?
230. Othello thought lago honest.
231. lago proved himself a villain.
232. How do you account for Hamelt's waiting?
233. Whoever said -John has a brilliant mind.
234. Give the clothes to whoever needs them.
235. He would not tell me what he wanted.
236. Do you think he means that? .
237. Each man knew what was required of him.
238. Macbeth knew that the witches had deceived him.
239. To me, gypsies are faclnating.
240. I could see the river upon which a tug was pulling a 

barge.
241. Such notes as he took were illegible.
242. My mother has been appointed a delegate.
243. Eight of us are going.
244. There are eight of us (who are) going.
245. It was our old friend, Henry King, who came to our 

rescue.
246. Such work as he had finished was excellent.
24?. I'll be ready to go when you are.
248. "Please pass the salt," said Father.
249. Send me a boy whom I can trust.
250. We know the man whose house was burned.
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APPENDIX

I. INFLECTION OP NOUNS AND PRONOUNS
A. ,gersoa - denotes whether the noun pr pronoun ‘represente 
■ the speaker; the person, place, or think spoken to; or
- the person, place, or thing spokea-of,

1. First person (the speaker)
I. shall tell you.
John shall tell you.

2. Second person (the person, place, or thing spoken to)
Mr. Jones, are you leaving?
John, the principal will see you now.

3. Third person (the person, place or thing spoken of)
Chicago is a large city.
There will be a picnic.

B. Number - denotes whether a noun or pronoun has reference 
to one or more than one person, place, or thing,
1. Singular number denotes one.

school, man, child, box
2. Plural number denotes more than one.

schools, men, children, boxes

C; Case - denotes the use and Indicates the relationship 
of a noun or pronoun to other words in the sentence. 
There are three cases: the nominative or subjective, 
the objective, and the possessive.
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1. Nominative case
a. The subject of a verb

He went. ?
Snow Is white.
James Is speaking.

b. Direct address
Stop, James.
Men, listen to me.
Sir, your hand Is bleeding.

c. In an absolute phrase
All being lost, we began again.
The mud having dried, we tried to 
brush it off.

d. The predicate noun
Lincoln was president.
It Is I.
This is my boo*.

e. An apposltlve ( in apposition with a noun in the 
nominative case.)

James, the catcher, was late.
Our car, a Chevrolet, has been repainted. 
Your son, David. has done well.

2. Objective case
a. Direct object of a verb

Harry struck his brother.
I can see you.
We heard them. . » .-T..."IT.—  .

b. Object of a preposition
We spoke to the man.
They swam in the surf.
I walked toward him.

c* An apposltlve (in apposition with a noun in the 
objective case.)

I have given it to Helen, my sister.
They are coaching James, the pitcher.
Who asked for m e , the keeper of the gate.
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d. An objective complement
They have made hie brother king.

 ̂ He named the marionette Plnnoohlo.
Mother haa made thin room a pleasant place.

. V'v - r v; v : ■ . ; ' " ; : vv;.. -v,
e. Aaeumed subject of an Infinitive

Everyone wished me to resign, 
j v.-- Mother asked Robert to work carefully.

. I -saw them come,

3. PossesBlve ease - shows;ownership.or poBsesoion.
a. Nouns are changed to indicate the possessive by _

adding 's. ,
The boy’s ball 
The princess's gown 
A man* s club

b. - Nouns in apposition are made possessive .
- My sister Helen* s house 
Thompson the barber1s shop

c. Add ’s to indicate possession in such cases ass
Everyone else* s business.

d. Add 's to the last word in compound forms .
Sister-in-law's

/ Attorney-general's : : ^  ;
e* Add *s to the last noun named to denote Joint 

possession
Jones, Brown, and Johnson's bid

i •
f . Idiomatically 's is used to express duration, ex

tent , value, source, et. ^ . . :.v
, A day's trip 

A hair's breath
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II. INFLECTIONS OF VERBS
A. Voice - Indicates whether the subject of the verb acts 

or Is acted upon. Only transitive verbs have voice.
1. Active voice - the subject le the doer of the 

action expressed by the verb.
y I shall tell you.

The boy broke the window.
- the subject Is In the condition des

cribed by the verb:
Men are mortal.
This pencil Is nine.

2, Passive voice - the subject Is acted upon and re
ceives the action expressed by the verb. The passive is 
formed by prefixing the proper form of the auxiliary 
verb be to the past participle of the verb.

A snake was killed by Robert.
My lesson has been learned.

B. Mode - Indicates the manner in which the verb expresses 
action or state in a sentence. The modes Include all 
forms of the verb except the infinitive and participles.
1. indicative - the mode of? statement, assertion, or 

question.
I was here yesterday.
I am going.
Are you going?

2. Imperative - the mode which expresses a command or an 
entreaty; it is regularly used in the present tense. 
In the second person, singular or plural. The sub
ject of a verb in the imperative is often omitted.

John, come here.
Let those things alone.
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3.~ Subjunctive - the mode used to Indicate a doubt, 
v?leh, condition contrary to fact, or concession; 
it Is used after verbs expressing command or ne
cessity.

If he comes, we shall go.
I wish that he were here.
I wish he were here.

C. Tense - indicates the time of the action or state ex
pressed by the verb. The three divisions of time are 
past, present, and future. The tenses used to indicate 
time are the simple tenses. present, past. and future; 
and the compound tenses. present perfect, past perfect, 
and future perfect.
See the complete conjugation of the verb praise, given 
on page 130.

D. Person and Number - a verb must agree with its subject 
in person and number; this agreement Is person and 
number Is indicated by the change In the form of the 
verb. The complete conjugation of the verb praise
on page 130 shows all the forms of the yerb in person 
and tense. ,
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CONJUGATION OF THE VERB PRAISE
Principal:parte; present, praise; past, praised; past p a r t i d - 
' ■ ' ; ■ . _ pla, praised. - : . : .

Indicative Mode
Active Voice Passive Voice

Preeent Tense “
I praise 
You praise 
He praises 
We praise 
You praise 
They praise

I praised 
You praised 
He praised 
We praised 
You praised 
They praised

I am praised 
You are praised 

. He is praised 
We are praised 
You are.praised 
They are praised

Past : Tense
I was praised 
You were praised 
He was praised 
We were praised 
You were praised 
They were praised

Future Tense
I shall praise I shall "be praised
You will praise You will be praised
He will praise He will be praised
We shall praise We shall be praised
You will praise You will be praised
They will praise They will be praised

Present Perfect Tense
", ......... ■ .. ..Tr.- - ? - ■ '

I have praised I have'been praised
You have praised You have been praised
He has praised Re has been praised
We have praised We have been praised
You have praised You have been praised
They have praised They have been praised

Past Perfect Tense
I had praised I had been praised
You had praised You had been praised
He had praised ; He had been praised
We had praised We had been praised
You had praised You had been praised
They had praised They had been praised
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Future Perfect Tense
I shall have praised 
You will have praised 
He will have praised 
»ie shal 1 have praIsed 
You will have praised 
They will have praised

I shall have been praised 
You will have been praised 
He will have been praised 
Tie shall have been praised 
You will have been praised 
They will have been praised

Imperative llodm

you praise you be praised
Infinitives

Present, to.praise to be praised
Perfect, to have praised to have been praised

Participles
Present, praising 
Past, praised 
Perfect. having praised

being praised 
praised
having been praised

Gerunds
Present, praising

being praised
being praised 
having been praised

Progressive Form# 
Indicative Mode

Active Voice Passive Voice
Present Tense

I am praising 
You are praising 
He is praising 
TTe are praising 
You are praising 
They are praising

I am being praised 
You are being praised 
He is being praised
7.’e are being praised 
You are being praised 
They are being praised

Future Tense *

•The passive future progressive form is theoretically shall be 
being praised, but it is never used, so that practically there 
is no such form. This is also true of all the passive perfect 
progressive forms.
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Future Tepee
I shall be praising 
You will be praising 
He will he praising 
We shall "be praising 
You will he praising 
They will he praising

Present Perfect Tense
I have been praising 
You have been praising 
He has been praising 
We have been praising 
You have been praising 
They have been praising

Past Perfect Tense
I had been praising .
You had been praising 
He had been praising 
We had been praising 
You had been praising 
They had been praising

Future Perfect Tense
I shall have been praising 
You will have been praising 
He will have been praising 
We shall have been praising 
You •will have been praising 
They will have been praising
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: AUXILIARY V2RBB '
A verb may consist of one, two, three, or fouz words^

When it consists of two or more words, there Is always one 
principal verb that carries the thought, and the other word or 
words are auxiliary or helping verbs. The principal verb.ap
pears In one of four forms or parts: present Infinitive (see), 
past (saw), present participle (seeing), past participle (seen). 
Since the present participle Is always formed In the same way 
- by adding ing to the present infinitive,-we commonly omit it 
when we give the principal parts of a verb. And since the pre
sent Infinitive and the present.forms are usually the same, 
we generally speak of the first principal part of the verb as 
the present.

A verb that forms its past and past participle by adding 
d or ed to the present is called a regular (or weak) verb. All 
other verbs are Irregular (or strong). The principal parts of 
irregular verbs must be carefully learned.
List of auxiliary or helping verbs:
be, am, Is, are, was, were, shall, will, have, had.

The verbs may, can, must, might, could, would, and should 
are also auxiliaries, used to help form spseial verb forms. 
These are called modal auxiliaries.
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Sentences for study and for diagraming are given with 
each construction as It Is presented. Special care has been 
taken to Include In these exercises constructions thathave 
been studied earlier. Thus, each set of sentences includes 
lessons on the new construction and a review of all past 
lessons as well. .
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A generation ago the study of Latin and Greek In schools■'V- • -
wae considered Important. It was taught by memorizing conju
gation® and declensions and by the application of thte know
ledge to sentences. Students came to understand their own 
language well because they were taught formal English grammar 
and because they were well grounded In Latin grammar. Between 
1910 and 1915 educators began to frown on English grammar, and 
the study of Latin also became unpopular. For some years cor
rect speech and good writing has been supposed to result from 
much reading of good literature and from hearing correct 
speech. Some children do speak and write well without coach
ing in grammar, but my experiences in the classroom have con
vinced me that a large percentage of children de need to 
study grammar.

By the study of grammar I mean the study of the function 
of words in sentences; this Includes the study of methods of 
condensing and of varying one’s sentences to make them both 
pleasing and interesting.

In the preparation of this thesis I have examined several 
sets of language texts including the text being used in Arizona 
schools; all these texts have bben published within the last 
few years. I think far too many pages of these texts are de
voted to things other than language; I also think there is
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not enough drill to Insure a thorough understanding of the 
various constructions a Junior high school child should master. 
The study of simple, easy sentences should coincide with the 
child's age and grade. Elementary school children are not 
bored when they are studying simple sentences; if the founda
tion work is completed, the sentences studied in the Junior 
high school will be suitable for and interesting to Junior . 
high school students.

In order to write good sentences a child must know how a 
sentence is built. He must be aware of the many ways in which 
he can vary his sentences. In this thesis I have begun with 
the simplest sentences, with drills for complete understanding 
and testing; these are followed with new constructions and 
more drills. I believe that any normal child in Junior high 
school who is thoroughly taught as Indicated in this thesis 
will be able to express himself both orally and in written 
work in a pleasing, correct way. He will be able to use the 
different kinds of sentences, with and without verbals, and 
he will be conscious of a command of English that will not de
sert him in time of need. He may also be able to read the 
material of his grade more unde retandlngly because he under
stands the sentence which is the unit of expression.
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SUMMARY

Children should study grammar In order to write 
and speak well. Explanations and Intensive drill by the

X / •
diagram method will teach children the function of words in 
sentences. An understanding of the way a sentence Is built 
and a knowledge of the ways to condense and vary,sentences 
will produce correct, pleasing sentences.
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